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H ead librarian a1 Newberry Library, Chic,1go, Dr. Pargellis wa)
invitc<l h)' the arrangements committee to make the initia l talk before
the Friends of Milner Library. A former Rhodes scholar, he holds a
Ph.D. degree from Yale, where he taught for a number of ye:Hs. H e
is known as an ed itor as well as an author of books popular in both
En,i::l and and the United States.

Aly f-lilch 011 1he Ditch -·····

Panam:t

Retiring This Ye:1r

1llinv is .Mo ther

2

Dr. Wyrnan is chairman of the departmeut of history and 1he socia l
sciences a1 State Teachers College, River Falls, W is. After receiving
a h.1chelor's degr'-e from ISNU, he obtained both ?I.L A. and Ph.D.
dcg;rc.es from the State University of Iowa. H e is t he a uthor of numerous historical articles~ and his publication, 11,e W' il<l H orse o f
the \'\:test, now ha:, been thro ugh th ree printings. This ~umrner he
is to teach ;it the Universi ty of Maine.
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A ssoci:lt<.· professor of physics :\t ISNU, Mr. Crvs:, ha:, bt.'cn a membe r of the faculty sinct.' 192~L He taught in Sc\'t!'r.l l Kansaj sc.hools
before cvming to N ormal and is a graduate of the Kansas State
Teachers Colle.i,:e, Emporia, as w ell as the State U ni,•t.'rSil)' of Iowa.
For many years M r. Cross has headed a faculty committee on audiovisual educatio n at N ormal.
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Past Indefinite to Present Imperfect
whether any of the graduates of ISNU ever
Ielected
sank to the depths that I have now that I have just been
councilman for the second time in a small city up
T JS DOUBTFUL

in the Scandinavian-"North Overshoe" country. After
having served a term wrestling with the problems of city
government, I can now say definitely that Prof. Beyer never
gave me proper instruction for my task when I took his

course in Municipal Government. Nor did Dr. Browne in
his labor course teach me how to keep taxes down and at
the same time raise the salaries of city employees. If Prof.
Drunk ever lectured on how the Phoenicians oiled their
streets or how the early Greeks kept their campaigns on a
dignified basis, I must have been asleep that day, or else
absent seeking some student office. In Esther Vinson's
interesting class we read poems on everything from daffo.
dils to death, but never once did we consider one by a
politician who sought release for his troubled spirits in
defiance of semantics and a full moon. Marge Ellis, in her
Introductory French, may have covered the literature explaining how the peasants could support both Petain and
Thorez in one generation, but I do not remember it, having
translated little beyond "The Three Little Pigs" as my part
of that year's work. And it must finally be said that Dr.
Kinneman let me clean down, so far as preparing me for
the great struggles of life, in that he never told me how to
bridge die gap between what society wants and wlrnt so•
ciety is willing to pay for.
I am making the point that my professors turned me
out upon life ill-fed, ill-housed, and ill-clothed; in a political sense--at least, I lacked the "Four Freedoms" that
everybody is supposed to have as a bequest of Roosevelt and

Churchill. They thought I was to be only a teacher, so they
rearranged my prejudices, stimulated my .curiosity, let me
have freedom to read and think. \'qhile I have always
earned a better living teaching than I deserve, I must publicly confess that I spend mud1 of my time and energy
caring for the duties of public office, lobbying in Madison
for public education, flying airplanes just for fun, writing
on various and sundry subjects, and drinking a lot of coffee
with my fellow citizens both in and out of the profession.
And for this life to which I have sunk in 16 short years,
Old Normal did not prepare me.
On second thought, I must say this for my professors:
nowhere did I hear that the basic processes of life were un clean and that decent people shoula not participate in them;
nowhere did I hear that a teacher should be only a classroom
man, a sort of intellectual eunuch shut off from the various
streams of human aspirations and achievements; nowhere
in Normal's classrooms was the philosophy expressed that
learning was limited to the heavy tomes reposing in the
library. Moreover, I believe there ·was a general awareness
of the contribution made by the man)' aspects of college
life outside the curriculum. The speech program, which
had an especial appeal to me and which has enabled me to
torture many high school commencements, county teachers'
associations, and women's clubs, had a standing on the campus that caused the more articulate extroverts to seek refuge there. The democracy .of institution, whether it wa,;;
in <lress, in the absence of snooty fraternities, or the practice
of student election of their own officers, was a real factor
in the education of all of us. Dul it must be added that the
faculty was not aware of the real significance of the many
forces working on our minds.

ISNU in the l920's

AUTHOR WYMAN AND l'AMILY (left to right): Bryant,
Mr. Wyman, Mrs. Wyman, Mark~ and in front o f ihe groupMiss E.. th~ dog. Mrs. \Vyman. the former Helen Bryant, was
once a member of 1he ISNU faculty.

The young people on the camrus in the t 920's were
a serious but intellectually disheveled lot. There were really
two groups- the one that came to Normal and left again
without having been touched by more than the trivia of
book-learning; the other, a smaller group, composed of
students who learned for the first time how to read and
who yearned to write and speak of their new found freedom. This new freedom, in contrast to Woodrow Wilson's,
was a shallow thing, being nothing more than a modest
revolt against the stuffiness of some aspects of a quiescent
Illinois culture. These Young Turks were nurtured on the
blasphemy of Mencken's America11 M ercmy and the liberalism of Villard's Nation. To be sure some of the professors
contributed to this resurgence, which took the form usually
of voting Democratic instead of Republican; and to the
students they appeared to be Sir Galahads in gleaming armor. We now know they were Don Quixotes, tilting at
windmills that the great depression later pushed over. But
life to these you ng disciples was exciting and significant.
It was their first break with their past. When the cataclysm
of the I 930's came along this group did not turn sour and
vote for Browder. Instead they tied into the forces that
sought to reshape the nation democratically, and to my
T1-rn A LUMNI QUARTERLY

knowledge not one turned to the "Man on a White Horse"
philosophy as a way out. I like to think that the little
candle kept burning in their heartshrine was lit by faculty
members who inspired some ideals of democratic faith and
action. In the present postwar period characterized by
witch-hunting and the clash of great ideologies seeki ng to
control man's mind and soul, I believe this old faith will
keep my generation on an even keel.
It would be wrong to say that I th ink all students of
the 1920's were moved or motivated

by

the stirrings men-

tioned above. I woul<l assume that many were overpowered
and smothered by the forces of life then sweeping the nation. How many in this "past indefinite" wrote poetry to
express an angry sense of beauty or taught inspired classes,
I cannot say; but perhaps many a one settled down to the
quiet life of • materialistic culture, joined the right chib,
bought a Buick. and yearned for champagne on a beer
salary. It is no reflection on a university to have some of its
students slip in and out of its halls without having their
ideals refurbished.
T he students who attend JSNU reflect the thinking
of their environment, and every region has its own peculiar
set of values. Basically, they are conditioned by the pi-

oneer tradition, the nature of the economy, and character

of the immigrants, and the spiritual forces generated by
them. Illinois was first peopled by both Southerners and the
Yankees, later lightly covered in spots by German and
Scandinavian peoples. Its moral code has always been that
of New England rather than that of Oslo or Munich.
Origin;1;lly1 it was a general farming region; but as wheat
moved west, it became a corn-livestock country, filled with
farmers who once stru1?gled against machinery monopolies
but who later rode with the tide of industrialism. \Xlhile
Chicago and St. Louis cast long shadows over the landscape,
the small city is more characteristic of its life than a large
one. The Dixons and Bloomingtons are just grown-up
farm villages, still filled on Saturday night with farmers who
rome in to trade. This prairie state has somethir.g of everything in it- fa rms and factories, rich land and poor land.
Ncc;roes and whites, fundamentalists and liberals, Catholics
:1nd P rotestants, open and closed shops, Democrats and
Republicans, the pull of the past and the pull of the future.
Illinois is the crossroads state of the nation by right of
/?eography and history. What Illinois thinks is likely to be
the thinking of a dominant part of the nation.
Normal, lying in the middle of the saucer of the na.
tion, surrounded by miles and miles of cornfields and factories and villages, has its place in the moulding of the
political and social attitudes of the generations that are to
coir1c. If the youn.i:;: man who leaves the University has
been fired with ambition and given a sense of direction,
he will become an important cogwheel to serve the M idwest
:md the nation as they ,go out to their rendezvous with
destiny. As I see it, Old Normal is one of the keys to the
door of the American quest for freedom and decency and
life. There is no place tomorrow for the Menckens with
their phony sophistication or for the Big Bill Thompsons
who throw punch-drunk pokes at vestigal European mon•
:trchics. Twentieth century man has more to do than attack
Kiwanians who break bread together and boost their home
town.
The t 920's produced a disillusioned group of intellectuals who recovered. The t950's must produce a generation
of leaders and followers who can and will shape the pattern
of an cmer!,!ing urban civilization. What will this new
M AV, 1947

A student of history talks frankly
about his days on campus and life in
Jllinois, conduding with some challengiog questions now facing the
Midwest. The twentieth century is
the rest century of our way of life.
he believes.
leadership do to uphold the old tradition which shows the
Midwest to be the conscience of the American people, a
conscience that has shamed everything from slavery to the
exploitation of Wall Street? Here in the Midwest has been
the heart of the nation that scolded both Europe and
America for their imperialism and raised a dear, strong
voice against man 's inhumanity to man. The old isolationist tradition was founded not only upon geography but
also upon the revulsion of a decent people against a war
system and upon the frontier trait of living alone and liking
it. Now that that faith is bankrupt, what will the new
Midwesterner do when he learns that even his United Nations is not the real McCoy? What will this individualist
do as he sees Europe go collectivist and much of it communist in its search for food and security? Will he be willin_g
to remould his old faiths in the light of new times, or will
he continue to let Col. M cCormick do his thi nking for him?
T his is not the pm, indefinite anymore. It is the presenl
imper/er!.
Beneath and be)•Ond all of the surface aspects of the
Illinois way of life arc those lovable traits that I learned
so well in a farming community in Vermilion Countythe pervading neiµhborliness, a sense of fair play, a decent
respect for the opinions of others, and appreciation of the
worthwhileness of individuals. These beliefs are still real
and there are sufficient spiritual forces left, even in an age
~oing heathen, to carry the Midwest through. But it must
be the public schools and the colleges that must help perpetuate the old attitudes and the graces of democratic livinl?.
The twentieth century is the "test century" of our way of
life.

The University Gave Us-At the outset I said that Normal did not prepare me
for life. If I have not already mod ified that statement, let
me do so now. The University did give me fair academic
training. It d id give me an opportunity to develop in the
campus arena what few talents I had. It did not point up as
well as it mii;ht have the spiritual forces that make my culture intelligible and tolerable. It did give me and many
others an immeasurable something that enables us to teach,
10 tangle with the tavern interests when we become municipal politicians, and to seek through writing and speaking
to add a bit to the world's knowledge or to shape the
society in which we live. Above all, it gave us a love of
life and an abiding respect for the teaching profession. It
will always be so to us, Old M ain notwithstanding- or
..withstanding."

BOOKS--Heart of a University"
T

HERE ARE WARS

on in this field of books, ideological

wars, more wars than there ought tobe. All of us believe

in books, just as the world believes in the good and satisfactory life for all its inhabitants. But go beyond that pious
affirmation of hope and expectation in the world at large,
make one suggestion of the implementations by which the
satisfactory life is to be reached, and a hornet's nest is about
your ears.
One of the first, one of the g reatest, one of the most
thoughtless difficulties arises between the book collector
and the academician. Perhaps you book collectors don't
know it, but the fellow who teaches in a college has his
reservations about you. You are collecting books on angling> You ought, he says, to be collecting on world government, or on the equalization of men and women in industry,

or on tenant farming in six Illinois counties, or on the
Mississippi Valley Authority. Even if you collect on angling, what do you know about it ? What do you know about
the need for conservation of fishes, against the day when the
oceans and rivers wi ll be strifped of fish ? What do you
know about the advantages o a fi sh diet, as exemplified in
the comparative mental and physical output of one group of
25 students who were fed exclusively on fish food for a
month, and another group who had no fish, but only beef
and potatoes ? Moreover, says the academician, you drive up

the price of books on fish. No library can hope to buy
essential descriptions of aquatic life wh.en a mob of collectors all over the country is hogging the market, bidding
recklessly against e.ach other, only to store away its ,treasures
in a private library and deny the serious student the chance
to use them. And what a waste of money, he laments. Sup·
pose some collector discovering the Biblio1heca Pisca101-ia,
which with its supplement lists some 6,000 titles, deliberately starts in to reproduce all of those titles on his shelves.
An Izaak Walton, in prime condition, not broken in the
spine, not dried out, without worm-holes, in original binding, an unwashed copy, brings today some $4,500. Elizabethan books on fishing bring almost as much, and there
is an incunabulum, written by a hearty huntin', hawkin'
and fishin' Jrioress, Dame Juliana Berners, printed in 1496
and entitle A Treatyse 011 Fysshinge 111i!I, an Angle, which
might fetch $20,000; it has not sold at auction. Dame
Juliana's first book, 1486, on hunting and hawking bcought
2,500 pounds in 1924; at today's prices it might bring
$40,000. T h ink of what that money could do, says the
academician, if applied to tJ,e purchase of books on the
proper ventilation and lighting of school-rooms, or o n the
incidence of taxation, or on the rise of the proletarian novel

as seen in the works of Disraeli, Zola, and Frank Norris.
This examp le of collecting books on fishing I have
* Exccrpt,s from a talk made by D r. Pargellis Apri l I at
the organization meeting of Friends of Mil n.-.:r Library.
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deliberately chosen because, though far-fetched and extreme,
it does nonetheless throw into bold relief these differences
between the academician and the collector. T here is a gulf
between them. It is a passable gulf, but only if each understands the other. The quarrel at bottom is between laymen
on the one hand, who haven't the training or the time to
read in a disciplined fash ion towards some set purpose like
preparing a lecture or writing a book of their own, but w ho
nonetheless find life exciting and good, and college professors on the other hand, who in understanding a certain
part of what is in books miss some of the understanding
of life.
This is a plea to the academician, you collectors will
realize, to have patience and forbearance and understanding
of you. Going on, I would say that every great library in

the world owes its inception, its choicest treasures, .to the
collector. H ans Sloane--the best surviving picture of whom
shows him seated in a room stuffed with classic marble busts,
in pleasant and dignifi~d conversation with a group of
similarly-minded friends, against a great panoply of books
- started the British Museum, one of the three or four
mighty libraries of the world. The New York P ublic Library, another of the giants, began with the Astor and
Lennox Foundations.

If a student in this country wants to

study Shakespeare, he is debtor to an oil magnate, Henry
Clay Folger ; if he wants to read almost anyth ing from the
business detai ls of a medieval manor to the letters o f Jack
London, he goes to California and becomes the guest of a
railroad man, Henry H . Huntington; if he is interested in
the American Revolution, he has to go to a library collected
by a Michigan manufacturer, William L. Clements; and if
he happens to be concerned with Indians, any Indians in
North or South America, he must sooner or later pay his
trib ute to a bluff, outspoken, self-educated dealer in railroad t ies, Edward A. Ayer, and come to the Newberry L ibrary. No scholar in America would get to first base if
it weren't for the collectors.

Owe Much to Collectors
It matters little whether collectors be great or small.
W e owe as mucl, to the small collectors, of whom there are
many, as to the great, who are few. Every library at all
long established has in it scores and hundreds of co llections, on an astounding variety of subjects, lovingly assembled in life by some interested individual, and now, marked
with his name, a continual reminder of him, serving gener-

ations of students and scholars. H ere is a shelfful of books
and pamphlets and bound clippings from magazines that
have to do with Custer's battle at the Little Big Horn, put
together at slig ht cost, over a period of years, by an Army
Air Force captain. What pains and labor that collect-ion
will save the Custer student, for without it, left to his own
searches, it is doubtful whether he would turn up some old
soldier's narrative, privately printed in a few copies in VinTHE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

cennes, of which most have been destroyed. It takes a collector to search for them, ifind them, and save t.hem. Here,
again, are some 40 or 50 well-used books on chess, most
ancient and noble of table games; and the librarian, if you
ask him, may tell how, in answer to a phone call, he went
down to a cheap hotel, where in a small back inner room
he found a man who, understanding both chess and libraries,
presented these compan ions of his years that others might
continue his enjoyment.
These two men- they are both real and can stand for
multitudes of others- were true bookmen. To be a bookman one has to like the book itself, as well as the contents.
Your true bookman, reading a catalog one day, comes upon
an item for which he has searched for years. H astily he
goes to the telephone, or sends a wire, or writes an airmail

letter, waits in half-trembling anticipation and fear lest
someone else should beat him to it, pounces upon the package when it arrives, opens it with anxiety, and then holds

and turns the volume tenderly in his hands, admiring the
b inding, the condition of the covers, the paper, the print, the
illustrations. T o whom did it belong before? l s there
name or bookplate? Has this copy the advertisements in
the back? And if so, how many pages of them? Has it the
paragraphs supp ressed in some editions? Hosts of questions to ask about the book itself, the physical thing, the
beauty. And then, and not ti II then, does he sett le down
and read it through.

Rich Reward of Possession
In comparison with the way a collector regards a book,
a scholar is a mere mechanic, a harsh unsympathetic brute
who only wants to use her and then th row her aside. What
does he k now of beauty? Or of the glory of the search,
the excitement of the chase, the final rich reward of possession? Thomas Conolly, a Chicago plasterer, for 70 years
prowled about in second-hand bookshops and in the stalls of
those dealers who buy up everything in a house, di$play the
mixture in open bazaars, and sell for a song. Few men have
been as devoted collectors, or had as much fun. Conolly
had several thousand volumes when he died, some of them
the only copies of which there is any record. No wonder
the collector hates m icrofilm and such mechanical devices.
As soon ask an eater who likes a good meal to satisfy himself with compressed calory-stuffed pills, or a nature-lover
to revel in mounted birds under artificial sunlight. The
scholar eats the pills, dissects the bird, fiddles with his celluloids, and shrivels.
Perhaps there is only one thing about a collector that
a schvlar who is no bookman can understand. Both are
emancipated from the tyranny of book-of-the-month clubs,
from the monstrosities of modern hook advertising, from
that commercialism which regards the production of books,
any kind of books, as a means of making money. It may
be that among the avalanche of books being printed in 1947
there are one or two that some collector will buy. After
all, if you collect Robert Frost, you have to buy the new
volume of poems H olt is bringing out this spring. But a
collector won't buy Robert Frost because he has been wheedled or hounded into buying it by an advertising campaign
which cost $10,000, or because, unless he has read the last
Frost, he is afraid to show his face at the next meeting of
his club. Saving face and keepi ng up with the Joneses
concerns neither the collector nor the scholar very much.
T heir faces are their own, and the name of both of them
is Jones. They have learned that no man can pretend to live
MAY, 1947

The differences between scholars
and co llectors arc not so great as their
opinions of each other would indicate,
this librarian points o ut. Of the same
breed, both are searchers after truth.
Teachers and students too are in the
same boat a·nd need a library of which
any collector would be proud.
So in building a library for ISNU,
the author asks that the Friends of
Milner Library let it become the
lengthened shadows of a variety of
men.
until he has discovered and practiced his own peculiar version of living.
Thus far I have been trying to explain collectors to
scholars and teachers. It is only fair to go into reverse, and
explain scholars to collectors. For collectors, some of the
best collectors I know, think that of all the strange lish in
the world, the scholar is the strangest. H ere is a man,
presumably a man, they say, who professes because he cannot do anything else. A t best, they think, the professor is
only a little mad ; at worst, he is a dangerous erratic, an

idealistic crank whose paper-made schemes, divorced from
reality, would wreck us if we listened to them. Why should
any sane man spend his life, or as much of it as his university will let him, in studying the wool trade of medieval
Flanders' Or trying to read a forgotten language? Or
patiently digging out information about some obscure and
bad writer? Or drawing graphs for mythical legislators
to mould society to lit?

Both Are Searchers
The answer to these questions is simple. At bottom
the collector and the scholar are really the same breed. They
are both searchers. both individuals passionately on a quest.
The scholar collects facts, for a purpose. Take for instance
that romantic and fascinating collecting fie ld of Utopias. I
suppose there must he several hundred, perhaps several
thousand people who at some time or other have sat down
and written their description of a perfect world, or have
guessed what the world would be like, whether they approved or not, 500 or more years hence. Some of them
wrote political treatises, like Harrington's Oce,ma, to which
we owe many of the devices in our national and state con-

stitutions. Some of them concoct socialist dreams like
Bellamy's inAuential Looking Backward. Some of them
simply pen fantasies, novels or predictions. The collector
of these Utopias embarks upon a delightful and cl1allenging task. H e has to discover not merely volumes themselves
about which he knows, but volumes o f which no one
knows the titles. He gets all the lists he can; if he
is lucky he may find some brother collector who gives
him a point or two; he reads old catalogs and old re(Continucd on page 23)
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The Development of Nuclear Energy
½- e ~ .e. e1iod,d,
Aue. 6, 1945 a bomb was dropped on Hiroshimi.
O
The effect of this bomb was so devastating that uni•
versa! interest was immediately aroused. Many newspaper
N

and magazine articles and several books have been written
about atomic energy.
This term "atomic energy" is not an accurate descri p•
tive term. Atomic energy is not new. It has been utilized
in every bomb since bombs were invented. Atomic energy
has been involved in all types of chemical reactions since the
cave man ignited his first fire.
A more descriptive term, as applied to this special
bomb which ended the war with Japan, is " nuclear bomb."
The bomb set off July 16, 1945 near Alamogardo, N. Mex.,
was the first bomb to employ nuclear energy. However, the
word "atomic" has taken the/ublic fancy and, no doubt,
we shall continue to speak an write of the atomic energy
which is released by the atomic bomb.
What is the future of nuclear energy' No one, of
course, can say with any cer:tainty. However, some of the
fabu lous claims now being made are unj ustified by the facts.
When it is understood that man must be shielded by about
50 tons of concrete from the radio-activity generated in
securing the energy required to drive an automobile, the
future for nuclear-powered cars and airplanes does not prom•
ise the claims often made. Electricity generated by nuclear
energy in large power plants is a possibility and probability.
However, even here figures given out by the electric industry
show that less than 20 percent of the cost now goes for fuel.
Hence no great industrial upheaval is likely to come, even
though nuclear energy could be had free, and this is far
from true under present conditions.

Undoubtedly the future will see progress made in the
use of nuclear energy, but it will be a gradual development
and not anything catastrophic.
The first evidence of nuclear energy came with the
discovery of radioactivity in 1896. It was not until some
years later, however, that radioactivity was recognized as
originating in the nucleus of the atom. In fact, it was not
known that the atom had a nucleus when radioactivity was
discovered. Sir Ernest Rutherford, the great Eng lish physicist, set up the nuclear model atom about 1909.
In 191 3 Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist, worked out
the mathematical theory of electron energy levels. This
gave a much clearer concept of the sources of atomic energy.
While Boh r's theory did not deal with nuclear energy, it
did set up a very definite nuclear model of the atom. It was
about this time also that radioactivity was recognized as being a nuclear phenomenon. Many studies showed that the
high ener,gy particles which are given off in radioactive
transformations came from the nucleus.
The next important ster, in the development of getting
energy from the nucleus o the atom, came in 19 19. The
credit again goes to Sir Ernest Rutherford. H e found that
when nitrogen was bombarded with alpha particles from
radium C I very hig h energy hydrogen particles were obtained and some oxygen was formed in the process.
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This action had three unusual featu res :
I. The hydrogen particles which came from the
nitrogen nucleus had several times as much energy
as the alpha particle which caused it to be ejected.
2. This was the first ti me that the hyd rogen particle had been observed as a radioactive emission.
A lpha and beta particles accompanied by gamma
rays were the only radioactive effects which had
been observed previously.
3. Oxygen was formed from nitrogen. This is
the first case of artificial transmutation of matter.
The dream of the alchemist was realized in this
action.
'fhis work caused intense interest in atom smashing.
When rad(oactive bullets fa iled a determined effort was
made to obtain higher energy particles. It was in 1929 that
many of the atom smashing machines, such as the cyclotron
and the Van de Graaff high voltage generator, were conceived.
It was not long, however, untiI a more powerful weapon
than the high voltage generators came into the hands of the
scientists. This ·w.as the particle now known as the neutron.
It was discovered by two German physicists, Bothe and
Becker, in 1930. T hey reported that a very penetrating radiation was emitted by Beryllium when bombarded with alpha
particles. They regarded this as some form of electromagnetic radiation similar to x-rays or gamma rays. The true
nature of this was linally recognized in 1932 by ). Chadwick
in England. After a series of tests he decided that it was an
uncharged particle with a mass approximately equal to that
of the hydrogen atom. Since the negatively charged particle
was called the electron and the positively charged one the
proton, this uncharged particle was g iven the name ..neutron."

Atom Smashing W eapon
The neutron has proved to be a very effective atom
smashing weapon. Since it carries no charge, it is not repelled by the d ,arged atomic nucleus. T hus it is not
difficult for the neutron to penetrate the nucleus.
The years following 1932 proved to be fruitful for
nuclear physics. Dr. Enrico Fermi of Italy was one of the
foremost physicists in these nuclear studies. He used the
neutron as a bullet to bombard various atoms. He studied
the conditions which made the neutron most effective in
penetrating the atomic nuclei. Perhaps his most important
discovery along this line was the effect of the neutron's
velocity on its penetrating power. He found the neutron to
be a more effective penetrating agent in many cases when
its velocity was reduced until it was comparable to the
thermal velocity of the atoms to be penetrated. This discovery later p roved useful in the making of plutonium.
Dy 1935, as a result of neutron bombardment, nearly
every element had been made radioactive. Practically every
particle known to modern physics has been observed ,to come
from the nuclei of these radioactive elements. The most
'fHE A LUMNI QUARTERLY

common reaction, however, is for the unstable nucleus to

emit an electron. This is the method by which plutonium
is made. The uranium 238 nucleus after the capture of the
neutron, emits first one electron and becomes element

number 93, which is called neptunium. Jn a little more
than two days, on the average, it emits the second electron

and becomes element number 94 or plutonium.
There are many uses for these new radioactive elements.

Radioactivity gives an easy and sure way to identify the
progress of assimilation in both botany and biology. While
it has not yet been developed very much, radioactive tracer
work in chemistry should prove a rich and fruitful field.
T he use of radioactive elements in the treatment of some

diseases holds considerable promise. For example, radioactive phosphorus is of value in the treatment of certain forms
of leukemia, a disease in which the number of white cor-

puscles becomes abnormally high. These cells are produced
in .the bone marrow. Biological tracer work has shown that

the phosphorus when taken into the body will soon concentrate in the bones. 111Us the radioactive phosphorus goes
right to the seat of the trouble and inhibits the high reproduction rate of the cells concerned.
It is true that not all atoms become radioactive with the
capture of a neutron. Some remain stable. The additional
neutron in the nucleus of the atom merely makes it an

isotope of the original clement. A t,ble in Review, of
iHodem Phy,io Dec. 30, 1940 lists 278 stable isotopes and
over 300 artificially radioactive ones. T here is now evidence

of more than 600 structurally different nuclei.
T he final step in the scienti fic background of nuclear
energy came from work done by Hahn and Strassman of
Germany. They found barium present after uranium had

been bombarded with neutrons. The results of their work
were given out early in January 1939. However, they were

energy will give as much energy as 1,400,000 tons of coal
when burned. This energy is eq_uivalent to the energy in
11,400,000,000 kilowatt hours of electricity. These figures
are on the basis of all the matter in one pound being
converted jnto energy. In the case of uranium ..fission not
more than one tenth of one percent of the mass is con-

verted into energy. H ence one pound of uranium which
undergoes fission gives out energy equivalent to the burning
of 1,400 tons of coal or equal to rhe energy in 11,400,000
kilowatt hours of electricity.

Indisputable Laws U ntrue
Most of the present generation were taught that matter
can neither be created nor destroyed. Conservation of
matter and conservation of energy were considered two in.

disputable Jaws of science. Einstein's work in 1905 showed
that neither should be true. However, this remained only

a theoretical idea for 25 years. The decade from 1930 to
1940 saw many experimental verifications of the interchangeability of matter and energy.
Although the atomic bomb has been developed and
many expe riments have been performed to show the inter•

change of matter and energy, man still does not know the
secret of converting matter into energy at will. It is only

by transformation of atomic nuclei that matter can be converted. There are two methods of getting matter into
energy. It can be done by tearing down the heaviest and
most complex atoms into medium weight atoms as was done
in the case of the uranium fission, or it can be done by

taking the light, simple atoms and uniting them into a
medium weight atom. Man has not yet been able to ac•
complish this building up process, although there is evidence
that it is being done in celestial space.
One other point should be mentioned in this discussion

If energy is produced by splitting

unable to account for the presence of the barium. The true

of nuclear energy.

explanation of the barium came from Dr. Lise Meitner

uranium and if the process is to rontinue when once

who was not a "pure Aryan" and had been expelled from
Germany by H itler. She was then in Stockholm. She ex-

started, it must furnish the fuel to keep it going. There

plained the barium by assuming that the uranium atom

required to spl it the atom, then splitting the atom must
furnish neutrons for splitting other atoms. Heavy atoms
have a higher ratio of neutrons to protons than the medium

had been split into two parts, a process that soon became
known as " nuclear fission." She informed her nephew Dr.
0. R. f'risch, who had also been driven from Germany.
of this conclusion. Dr. Frisch was then working in the laboratory of his father-in-law, Niels Bohr of Copenhagen.
When this information was given to Frisd11 Bohr was ready
to embark for a visit to the United States. He arrived at
Princeton, N. J., on Jan. 16, 1939 and immediately informed the physics staff at Princeton University of the
work done in Germany. Dr. Enrico Fermi, who had been
forced to leave Italy and was then at Columbia University,
was given tl1ese results also. On January 26 a conference
on theoretical physics was held in W ashington, D. C. Bohr

and Fermi discussed the p roblem of nuclear Jission at this

must be a chain rear/ion. In other words, i( neutrons are

weight atoms. Thus there are always extra neutr.ons when

two medium weight atoms are formed from the heavy
uranium. These extt.a neutrons can be used to produce
fission in other atoms. This is known as "the chain reaction."

Of course, the production of nuclear energy was not
as simple as outlined above, or the Germans would have had
the bomb before 1945. The United States spent millions to
solve some of the problems. However, we face a future
that should g ive us many interesting scientific developments,

provided we have moral integrity and the social arnmen to
properly control and turn these discoveries ,to benefit
mankind.

conference.

This news soon reached many of the uni.ve,sity laboratories in the United States. Before the conference ·in
Washington had ended, four laboratories in this country
had verified this work on the fission of uranium.

Scientists had accumulated knowledge which indicated
that some matter would disappear if the uranium atom was
split into two simpler at.oms. Also in 1905, as a result of

his studies on relativity, Einstein had worked out the
equation which gave the amount of energy that should
appear when matter was converted into energy. According
to his equation, one pound of matter when converted into
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Io language clear to non-scientists,
an ISN U professor describes possible effects and development of the
atom bomb, which he maintains
should be called "nuclear bomb."
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My Hitch on the Ditch
Editor's Nole: At long last the writer is willing to admit that
her middle name im't really A wful, as she's always con·
tended, b11t Anopheles. Any opi11io11J expreJJed are those
of Ann, and do not reflect the thoughu of ISNU.
ow
it is to be on this Pan-Canal Ship, s,s.
H
Panama, headed back for the good old U. S. A. where
I- please just call me Ann, short for Anopheles--<:an get
WONDERFUL

my beak on some /Iesha firma and drink my fill, without
interference from sanitation department officials who have
d rained all swamps or else de-larvaed them, have screened
all homes and office buildings, have perfected insect repellents, have published many articles warning Canal Zonites and Panamanians against me, and who now brag that
this is the healthiest spot in the tropics-and even offer
statistical proof.
In J uly 1946, armed with my Bachelor of Education
degree from Illinois State Normal University, the required
three years' teaching experience, the minimum age re9uire-

ments (for this information see Circular 2096, Form SAC) ,
my bi rth-no, my hatch--<:ertificate, a doctor's statement
of approval, my appointment papers from Washington, my
20 lessons in Spanish, and my d rill sharpener, I boarded
the train at Mattoon, 111., for New Orleans, where I caught
a plane for Balboa, Canal Zone, via Mexico, Guatemala,
:rnd Nicaragua.
The g ladly-wolde-he.Ierne-and-gladly-teche feel ing
coursed through my- I call it mine-blood, as we flew over
the oceans, the lakes, the rivers, and the Ditch, for with so
much water I thought there would be many mos9uitoes just
clamoring for the latest techni9ues and methods that I was
prepa red to impart. But it wasn't l~ng until I was bitterly
disillusioned; tor in spite of the fact that I'd planned my
arrival du ring rainy season, thinking to be of the most
use during peak season, I could find only two fellow workers. And they were suffering so from manana fever that
even my efforts there were fruitless.
Yes, after only o ne night I realized the sanitation department had me powerless so fa r as teaching my trade was
concerned. But I'd signed a year's contract and was determined to fulfill it so I'd get my way paid home. I decided
to make a study of the country and perhaps publish it as a
warning to other ambitious mos9uitoes who p lan to go to
the Canal Zone.
America (Oops, pardon me, that's a touchy word with
these people. They insist, and correctly, that we have no
right to the exclusive use of that word, for they're Amer,.
cans too.) The United States has been called the melting
pot of the world. The Canal Zone is a much better example. There we no longer have nationality lines, bu_t we do
rather ding to racial lines. He re even racial barriers are
more or less lowered. The U nited States serviceman is
accused of not being "too discriminating" when it comes to
marriage here. However, many social studies peorle would
agree that his is the right answer to a One Worlc . At any
8

AUTHOR UPHOFF IN PANAMA po5'Cs in fron1 of Berta's
Farccria (factory) , where pottery, tiles, and pipes art" made.

rate, it's not unusual to see a cute, sparkJcy-eycd, darkskinned, curly-haired, little boy speak Spanish with a soulhern drawl or a Brooklyn accent.
There is a general feeling of good will between the
Canal Zonites and the Panamanians. The Canal Zoners
shop much in Panama Gty- and complain of t he atrociously
high prices-while the Panaman ians or colored peoplechiefly Jamaicans-who are employed by the United State;
government live in United States governmer.t 9uarters, buy
at commissaries, eat at clubhouses, attend govemment theaters and bowling alleys, and go to government schools.
All these places for Panamanians are termed Silver, while
their counterparts for the white U nited States citizens are
termed Gold. The term originated back in construction
days when the Panamanians were paid in silver and the
United States citizens were paid in gold. To make certain
that each g roup buys in his proper section, purchases may
be made only with either Gold or Silver commissary books,
obtained by payroll deduction or purchased with written
authority. Although there is a movement to eliminate these
two terms, there are still Gold and Silver signs at the post
offices, at the Panama Railroad station, and at various concessions.
The Panamanian government, according to economists,
should be the rid1est government in the world. Not only
d.o es the United States pay high yearly rent for the land
leased for the Zone and the Ditch; but it promises to employ a certain number of Panamanians, it runs the sanitation
department for them ( I tried to revoke this duty but got lost
in the red tape involved!) , and its citizens do the bulk of
the buying in the Panamanian shops. Then too the lottery
and the horse races are run by the Panamanian government.
T here is even a rumor that the government gets a certain
percentage from profits on LaCasa de Amor and the Bluemoon gals, who fre9ucnt the beautiful little beer gardens
and quaint night clubs. (I can't vouch for that, however;
for though I do most of my work at night, it is along
different lines. )
TH E ALUMNI QUARTERLY

The P.111amanian people, like the people of the United
St,1tes, vary as to race, coonornics, and color but are almo.::it

all of the same creed : Catholic. Some of them live in
beautiful country estates and fine mansions, drive fine American or European make cars, and spend vacations (taken
during the dry season of January, February, and March)
in tropical paradises like San Jose Islands; T aboga Island;
El Valle, a mountain resort in the Interior; the naturalists'

,etreat at Barro, Colorado, where the United States government has placed Dr. James Zetek to study native plant and
ani mal- particularly the termite and the mos,1uito--lifc;
Gorgona Beach; the Volcan; the Darien or San Blas Indian
territory; some South American country, or the States.

Other Panamanians live on the dirty, smelly, narrow
streets of Panama City in hovels like in the Chicago slums
and get their only diversion by taking chiva (the P•namanian bus translated g oat, because it'll go anywhere and at
any speed) rides to Chorrera Falls for picnics; swimming
in Panama Bay when the 18-foot tide is in; going to the
Miraflores, Gatun or Pedro Miguel locks to watch ships go
through the C,nal; walking through the ruins of Old
Panama, which was sacked by Henry Morgan in 1871; strolling along the Sea Wall, watching the phosphorus gleam as
the waves come rolling in; hunting iguanas and canajoes
in the swamps; betting on the races; buying lottery tickets;
or donning native garb of montunas, montunos, and pollcros and dancing the Tamborita during carnival searnn,
their version of Mardi Gras.
Other Panamanians live in thatch-roofed huts of native
villages in the Interior and take respite from their work on
orange, ~rapcfruit, banana, papaya, coconut, mango, plantain, ,md chayote plantations and fro1n Joing the family
wash on rocks in streams (Some of these strearns aren't sanitary; but the people seem almost immtme to malaria, l was
finally convinced.) by catching a chi va-after getting to
the road by oxen cart- into Panama City to shop at The
Market. There they can buy a Mamosct monkey for a pet,
some yardage, or some sugar cane to chew, all from the
same counter. Then .they can catch a glimpse .of night life
at the movies, which may be entirely Spanish or Hollywood
editions with translations of Spanish written on the screen,
or at the cantinas with their swinging doors through which
pour Spanish music, loud English and Spanish voices, gusty
laughs and giggles, and appropriate odors.
The schools division here, with its requirement that
high school teachers have the master's degree and elementary
and physical education instructors have the bachelor's degree, is very highly rated by government inspectors. However, many teachers actually in the system feel that the
schools are like too many government organizations: inefficient, involved in reports and red tape, and headed by
men who are suffering from both mawmt1 fever and fear of
"the Building." (Before we go further let me remind you
to read Editor's Note at the beginning of the article.)
There are two high schools on the Zone : one on the
Atlantic Side at Cristobal with about 275 students and one
on the Pacific Side at Balboa with about 700 students. (The
two sides a re called the Good Side and the Bad Side, but
few people can agree which is which. However, the Pacific Side does have less rain fall and is the government
center.) Each little town such as Gamboa, Cocoli, Diab lo,
and Ancon has its own elementary school. The Canal Zone
Junior College at Balboa has about 200 pupils enrolled. A
teacher receives her contract for the Canal Zone and Joesn't
know where she'll be located or exactly what she'll be
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tcadiing until she arrives. (The cynics have renurks for
that loo.) The physical education instructors, hired on a
yearly basis rather than on a I 0-month basis like teacherJ
(Please don't confuse the two'), not only teach physical
education classes. but are responsible for community recreation at nights and during tile summer. The term ··summer"
applies here for June, July, and August, just as if they ha<I
fall, winter, and spring too.
Teachers, like all Pan-Canal employees, arc .assi,gned
quarters on a service basis. The first few years they have
only single rooms in quarters much like Army barracks.
About the third year they rate two-room apartments. Oh,
of course, if they have families, they get 12-family, four•
family, or one-family quarters, the latter being assigned
after about 20 years of service. The bachelor quarters, fu rnished with quartermaster furniture, may be fixed up quite
livable and quaint if one can withstand cockroaches and
ants. (I still can't see why the government should dis•
criminate against us mosquitoes only.)

Teachers vary when it comes to complaining about their
working loads. Physical education instructors work on a
40-hour week basis, which seems quite a boon to most
coaches, though many argue that that just promotes manana
fever, for such a job can't be done on a time basis. (Cynics
remark here too.)
Perhaps you're wondering why the teachers aren't as
smart as I, a lowly mosquito, who am leaving the place. The
cynics would answer, "They do, if they're interested in their
profession t" But there are many good features-even if
the above points are true, which many teachers insist are
not. The beginning salary of $3,000 js good, especially
when one considers that no income tax is deducted. The
government pays expenses here and back. T his, the link
between the Americas, is a good initial point for trips in
Mexico, Guatemala or Cuba, or points south. The Zone
itself is a beautiful spot with all ils tropical flowers, palm
trees, big dry-season moon, and Trade Winds. It's really
not hot here, except directly in the sun-one sleeps under
blankets at night. The malaria fear is nil. (I admit fai lure
with all my ISNU methods.) Even during rai ny season the
drainage is so good that within a few minutes after the
rain people continue their out-door activities. If clothes
are kept in a dry closet- made simply by burning a bulb or
an electric resistor in a closet-there's no danger of mildew. Living expenses at government-ru n-low-profit clubhouses, commissaries, quarters, and health dispensaries, are
IO\V.

The students- child ren of white U. S. men employees,
regardless of the nationality of their mothers, and Panamanian children who can afford the very high tu1t1on- are,
as a whole, a challenging g roup. Many prefer working
with the Panamanians because they' re so polite, enthusiastic,
willing, and grateful. Fellow teachers, gathered from all
parts of the Unittd States, arc a goodly crew; and it's fun
being in such diverse company. Social limitations for
teachers are non-existent in the Zone. Teachers----both
men and w.omen-feel free to smoke or drink just as any
other Pan-Canal employee. So perhaps it isn't so strange
that a teacher often retires from t-he teaching profession
with almost all of his 25 years of service in the Canal Zone.
But I- a sadder and wiser mosquito--am returning to
the good old U. S. A., where I hope to regain my gladlywolde-he-lerne-and-gladly-teche ambition before I try again
for foreign flesh.
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Messages to Alumni•
fu,m q.a,c,4, .MunkM. CHWiiii
A Good Traveler
Since retiring in August 1945, I have continued my
residence at the Norfcl Apartments, Normal, though I
spent my iirst year in California and Nebraska and the
three winter months of 1947 in Florida. I am a good traveler and have enjoyed very much seeing many of my dreams
come true. Perhaps a little strenuous was a thousa nd mile
bus trip to Death Valley, but more exciting is a contemp lated air cruise to Cuba.
Letters and cards from my former patients of the
University health service have added to the pleasures of my
life. The A/11m11i Q11ar1erly' s giving news of ISNU men
and women in the services of our country filled an essential
need. I should like to express my gratitud e and appreciation
for this.

--Rachel M . Cooper

Nothing Like Teaching
My present address is 812 North P rairie St., Bloomington, and I am glad to have any of my former students
call upon me there. And, at last, my name is in the
telephone book.
There is nothing like teaching, nothing in this world.

When Father T ime ends teaching, what does one do? One
indulges in a bit of speech-making, a very inte resting indoor
sport. One helps with the League of Women Vote rs and
church work. For spending money o ne turns to editorial
work and indexing. A nd one continues to learn how to
live. If one could only live on th is earth for a thousand
years, perhaps one really might learn how to get the most
out of life.

--Gertrude Stephem

Life Begins
T o paraphrase a 1nuch overworked expression, "Life
begins at retirement." l have never enjoyed life _as fully as
l have in t he past four years.
For more t han 40 years I was a slave to bells: school
bells, recitation bells, alarm clock bells, even dinner &ells.
I am now free from their insistent demands. I go to bed,
get up, work, play, read, or write (that textbook is gradually
growing) when I please, i.e., when the spirit moves.
There is more tha n eno ugh to keep one busy about the
house, the yard, the garden, the fruit trees, and the grandsons. Then there are the enjoyable social contacts with
business and professional men and wjth billiards al the
club.

--Thomas M. Barger

D ear ISN U Alumni
How many cherished memories this greeting evokes!
Retiring does not mean forgetting.
As never before the A/11m11i Q11(1rlerly is valued. h

*\'v'ritten at requesc of the {'(liGOr, who felt alumni would be in.
ter~sted in knowing whac their former teachers were doing
since retirement.

lO

means almost a Homeco111ing in one's own living room when
it arrives.
Perhaps the privilege J enjoy the most i$ the time to
keep in touch with world affairs by way of books, magazines, newspapers, and radio. Obviously I am not readin.~
heavy things alone. Much delightful '"leisure reading" is
included in my program. Then there is the joy of writin,?,
lette rs to many friends who perforce used to be neglected.
Household tasks, and needlework, much of it finding its
way to hospitals and children·s homes, fill in the chinks.
T he days of retirement a rc full, happy, contented- save
that l miss my contacts with the student g roup.

--0. Lillimz Barton
Satisfying Experience
Retirement brings release from the insistent demands of
program clocks and bells. It affords t ime for the reading
of fiction, history, current events, a n d the ever increasing
volume of scientific literature, especially that in d1emistry.
Mrs. Adams and I share the house and yard work so that
together, we may share o ur recreation. There has been a
limited amount .o f travelling, which we truly enjoy.
Then there are the interests we have in the children ,
following their endc:tvors with keen satisfaction. There
is the church with her challenges and inspirations.
Again there is the interest in the development of the
University and in the ever changing l>ody of students. We
miss the contacts with students, but it is fine to live in a
community pulsing with the life of youth. Finally, there
is th e abiding interest in the great compan)' who have left
the campus and are carrying on so ~veil in the educational
world. Every success and more power to them.
Retirement is a thrilling, satisfying experience which
we covet for every teacher.

--1-fowt1rd l V. Adm11s
A n Afrcrmath
Somewhere I read of a p rofesser of mathematics who
retired to a cottage in lovely Carmel-b)'-the-Sca in California
and named his home "Aftermath."
l have no cottage by the sea, but I do have many a
satisfying "aftermath"- more leisurely living with time for
a w idely scattered family, for friends, magazines, books,
clubs, societies, and for church activities; time for trying
new recipes and keeping house, which is an apartment bere
in Normal, and time to enjoy many courtesies extended to
those of us of retired rank by the administration and former
colleagues at ISN"U, who make us feel that we are still a
part of the old sd100I.
Trave l is on my list as an "aftermath/' but so far it
has extended only to Michigan, where I spent six weeks
last sum1ner and a week at Tirnnks~iving time. A pleasant
feature of the latter trip was attending the meetings of the
Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers
in D etroit, where I was one of the first group to receive an
emeritus membership in the organization. This is an honor
accorded to those who h ave been in contimt0us membership
THE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

for at least 25 years and who have retired from teaching. I
joined in 1904.
.
Herc is a messa1-:,c (or my former mathematics stu•
dents, which others may skip. My mo,t pre<"ious "afte rmath" i, a fu nction of my many year, in the rnath classroom

and of your names that arc inscribcJ in

ir1y

circle of friend~.

You add to my pleasures, subtr,ct ,tll du ll moments, mu lti ply my interests in living, and with )'OU I divide the burdens
of a troubled world. May you differentiate more keenly
than your teachers have done between the right and the
wrong in solving its problems and_ help to make_ better
integrated peoples everywhere. It 1s a lways a delight to
hear from you.

..J:dith fre11e Atki11
I lopes Someone W ill Call

_

'Many of you know my home ha!, alw.,rs been

111

Uloomington. My father bought the property when_ he
was married, and it is still my home. My brother retired
from active business in I 930. W e made the home for each
other until January 1944.
I have o ne niece and one nephew-sister and_ brother.
They are both in Chicago. I spend most of my time wuh
the niece, M ary Bowen Stephenson. 52 I 9 Woodlawn Ave.,
C hicago 15, Ill. I will add the telephone number-H yde
Park 2962-hoping someone. will call me.
I am very well but stay at home more tha n in t he
earlier days. I miss my old friends in this big city.

.. Cf(lra E. Ela

Pleasure to Rcpon
When a new group o f students reached my classroom, I
a lways felt my function was to help them advance a stage
in the ir attai nment of 1,1cial-perso11ality. This in practical
philosophy means 9ualification for complete h uman living
in a democratic social order. (Such attainment, of co urse,
varies according to natural endowment and environmental
factors and the u·ill to a/lain.) Therefore it is a pleasure to
report how I am using my emeritus. privileges_.
_
I am still working away on my 111terpretat1on of basic
char,cteristic facts in American h istory, with the hope o f
making dear and impressive what permanent contributions
American experience has made or is making to the a~vanc~ment of human well being. T he further I get 111 thi<
undertaking the more I find that must be done; but I _st(II
expect to complete the job. I know I could complete 1t 111
quite a respectable way if I could have the help of two
such secretaries as Dorothy H enneke was.
l average an hou r or more each day with curre nt puh!ications, trying to understand what's the matter with my
good o ld world, and h~ping I _may live lo~g_ enough to
see it in good health agam, carryrng on the d1v111e work of
continuOllS progressive creation.
Also at occasional " re<"ess" periods and between
dreams, in response to the importunities of my family and
a few friends, I'm jotting down items in the life o f another
son of the Middle Border. I need not say it is a very
different son from H amlin Garlnnd's; yet both a re typical

Ame ricans.
Of course, I'm keeping up my outdoor pastimes and indoor daily dozens. I follow strictly the dietary advice of my
health counselor. I spend my nights at home- mostly in
bed. I still attend a variety of churches and other hurom
assemblies.

--M(/11/red f. Ho'11:es
M AY, 1947

Watching the W orld Go by
There is little to my credit in • ccomplishment these
days. I li,•e most 9uietly in my " house by t he side of the
road" and find much of interest in watching the world go
by. Many f rie nds from near and far find it a convenient
~top, and many friendships are rcncwe<.I by such conta~t~.
You who haven't stopped, do so at your earl iest opportumty.
My I 9~ I Buick enjoys the road whenever we arc_ fortunate
in find ing a good friend to take the wheel- which 1s ,urprisingly often.
.
.
.
Watching the changes at ISNU 111 education and 111
material expansion and maintaining g rowing appreciati?n~
provide continuing interests. sufficient _to ~eep a far wiser
head than mine alert and busy. But pride 111 the o ld school
and loyalty to its spirit and tradition ~re the _inheritan~e
of all who have h,1d even a sma ll part m workmg with 1t,
and these never change.
.
..
As always I find much time for readmg- and writmg
letters is one of my chief diversions. T ry me and see!

--Lola M. Dexheimer
Has Many Hobbies
After receiving my emeritus rating, I taught classes in
the Unive rsity several times. And I have maintained active
membership in three organizations (Longfellow Club, College Alumni Club, and Consistory).
I have spent many hours every week writing to former
teachers and students. My hobbies are swimming, boating.
hunting, t rapping, gardening- 25 kinds of v~getablcs. I
have been reread ing many of the old masterpieces.

-·U"lph W'. Pri11gle
Verv Best W ishes
If you find any forme r student o_f mine who has so far
forgiven and forgotten my pedagogical shortcommgs and
injustices as to wonder what has buome of mt, you may
tell him or he r t hat nothing has become of me.
I am enjoying all the good health I have a right to
expect. I am living quietly at 5 Payne Place, where I have
been for the last 20 years, and nothing makes me qu ite so
happy as an occasional call or a letter from some such
student as still remembers me. I send them all my very be,t
wishes.

--Katheriue E. C,1rver

N ot at a Loss
H ow do I spend my leisure time? Since my retirement
Sept. I , 1943, I have taught a class or two,_ including
e xtension classes and classes for adults, exceptmg durin g
the intersession.
A considerable pa rt o f my time is spent in study, as
I h ad so little time for that during the years when I was
dean. I read the CongreJJio11al Record r~gularly, in orde r
to keep in touch with national and international affairs; that
takes a good sha_re of my time.. Th_en there are th mgs to _do
at home, tinke ring and repainn.i; m the hou;'C, to provide
a variety of activity. I likewise find oppo~mty for enoui;h
exercise to take care of my health by mowrng the lawn m
the summe r, raking leaves in the fal l, cleani_n g the _roof.
gutters in the sp~ing _and fall , shov~llmg snow m the w,nte r,
pruning and tnmmmg hed/les, vmes, sh~bs, as :well as
tak ing care of shad~ •~d f nnt_ trees, mcludmg spraymg and
thinning out and p1ck111g fru it.
1 am not at a loss to know what to do wi th my leisure
time.
--H. H. Schroeder
11
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A Letter from Italy
H

AVE YOU

heard of refugee camps in Italy '

Do you

wonder what it is like to be a refugee? I was in a

refugee camp for seven months and in the welfare office

of the southern camps for two more months. I found it
very interesting.

When I arrived, the people had been there eight
months. They were from many places such as Poland,
Russia, Hungary, Greece; and the g reatest number were

Jewish. They had come directly from German camps and
upon arrival had been clothed and fed first by the Army
and later by UNRRA. They gained weight, their hair grew
out, and in general they began to look normal. When I
.first saw them, their bodies had recovered but not their
minds. Imagine an eight-year-0ld boy, who has seen his
father disappear, his mother killed, and in order to escape
the Germans has fled to the forest. ' To keep warm, he
dug a hole in the ground and climbed in. Eight months
is not long enough for him to recover from his mental
impressions. I heard many stories like this.
When one thinks of camps, one thinks of tents, but
there were no tents in Lcuca. The refugees hved in beauti-

ful villas, once the summer homes of very wealthy Italians.
The beautiful pink, yellow, and light blue buildings were
surrounded by flower gardens and palm trees. The interiors
were beautiful, with floors of Aowered tile and walls covered

with ha nd-painted pictures. The ceilings were very high.
· and windows were in the Fre nch style.

From the German

camps to these villas came the refugees. Every day they
could bathe in the sea and lie in the sun. At first it
seemed like paradise to them, and they were filled with
hope and thankfulness. Only two families had to live in
one room. People could be people again and not animals.
W hen UNRRA decided to make t he southern camps Jewish
camps and move out all the other people, they were even
more comfortable.
W hen I arrived everyone seemed more or less happy,
but all were hoping soon to go to either Palestine or the
United States. Many were earning money. UNRRA was
trying to help them to live as normal a life as possible.
O nly a few had work. The others spent their time in the
sea and on the sand . They had· too much time to think
of the past and dream of the future, or too much time to
think of how to outwit UNRRA and work with the black
market.
Into this setting, I came to work. W elfare work is not
like teaching or nursing. One does not have certain things
set aside to do but must look around to see where he can

help · the most. I soon found out that the people in the
hospital had no one to help them, so that is where I started.
I visited them almost every day- took them books, fruit,
newspapers, and saw to it th.at they had someone to translate their letters and write for them.

When clothes were

issued, I saw that they· received their clothes. Then I had
child welfare work, which consisted of supervising a childten's kitchen and g iving supplies for babies to their parents.
A women's committee helped me solve the problems of
children and women. Through this committee and a camp
12

committee, we tried to help the people think for themselves
and learn self-government.

Not everything went smoothly. The refugees would
put men on camp committees who were honest, men whom

they thought could be trusted. After being on committees
for some time the men seemed to become dishonest. Then
the committees would be changed, and the same thing would
happen. The camp committees handled the money from
the American Jewish Society, which was to be paid as wages
to workers; but it was seldom that all found its way to the
workers. The refugees had a disease of grabbing everything
they possibly could. They would try to get clothing three
or four times. Their minds still needed healing. And we
must remember that they were alive because in some way

or other they had outwitted the Germans.
UNRRA allowed them to leave, but if they left they
were on their own and would get no help from UNRRA.
At first .all the moving was done in secret, and only a
few left. Later as many as 100 left in one night. They
would hire Italian wagons and carts to take them and their
baggage to the closest station in another village, from which
they would go to Bari, Rome, or Naples to villas that the
Jewish Society owned or rented. There they would remain
until a ship came to get them. This Jewish Society had
bought ships from the Italian people, but the Italian seamen sailed them. Thus the Ita!ian seamen were not in
danger of losing their ships; and after the refugees had
landed, the Italians would buy the ships back. At fi rst the
British took the people as they arrivea and put them into
camps for several weeks, but they either managed to get
away or were released. T his continued until trouble started
in Palestine. The rest you know, for it has been in the news.
After the illegal move was stopped, the people were
very dissatisfied and harder to work with. They felt hopeless, for they had no place to go. America refused to open
its doors, and Palestine was closed. They would say, "We
know that this place is beautiful, but it is not our home.
We want to go to a place we can call home."

Nothing co Look Forward co
Since I left, all the camps in southern Italy have been
closed. The Italian people wanted their vi llas, so UNRRA
moved the refugees into military camps. These buildings
are not so nice as the villas and the morale of the people
has dropped to a new low. They write, saying that it
doesn"t matter where they live if they only knew they would
be going tc- new homes. The continual waiting with nothinµ
in the future to look forward to is very hard pn them.
Religion- the one thing that could help them most- is
only history to them, for their religion is a dead religion.
They study it as one sh1dies history, but it does not help
them meet their problems. About one third of them now
will make poor citizens for any country. My heart cries
out for them. All I can do is to pray that someone will
brighten their lives as much as possible until they reach their
future homes.
THE AL U MN I Q U ARTERLY

Around the Clock

At Normal
legislature, in addition, is being asked to give the University
power to spend $836,251.50, which is the sum estimated
that wi 11 be collected from JSNU student fees and auxiliary
enterprises between July I, 1947 and July 1, 1949.

*

*

*

The legislature also is considering a bill which calls for
the rcappropriation of $2,887,190 to the University for
building purposes and land acquisition. This is the unexpended portion of an original appropriation for post-war
projects by the Jast legislature totalling $3,115, 17 1. Due
to the high costs of materials and the lack of labor and
materials, no bui ldings were started during the past two
years; hut some monies were spent for land acquisition and
architects' fees .
This reappropriation, however, calls for the construe•

Commencement
There are now 137 candidates for degrees eligible to
participate in the Commencement program June 2. . All but
two o( this number expect to receive the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Education. The two cand idates for the Master
of Science in Education degree are Mrs. Mary Wooton
Cretcher and Milton Eastman, '46.
As in 1946, the University will have a separate Commencement program in August for students completing
their work at the close of the summer session. Offioals
estimate there wi II be some I 00 candidates for degrees at
that time.
Speaker at the Commencement program .June 2 will be
Dr. Coleman R. Griffith, provost of the Un1vers1ty of 111,nois. The service is scheduled for 3 p.m. in the Outdoor
Amphitheater. Immediately preceding the program ISNU

tion o f two buildings rather than the Jive provided for
originally as well as the extension of the mechanical and
e lectrical distribution system and some land acquisition. The
two structures included are the special education building
and the administration building; those now omitted are the
auditorium, music, and speech buildings.

Whether or not

the legislature will be asked to provide additional funds for
any or all of the three buildings not cared for by the reappropriation has not as yet been determined, according to
University officials.

*

*

*

Another piece of current legislation of interest to ISNU
alumni is a bill that already has received legislative approval
and the signature of Governor Dwight H . Green . The
new law permits the Illinois state teachers colleges to construct self- liquidating projects on state property. Drafted
by Richard F. Dunn, resident member of the T eachers
Col lege Board, it gives the governing body of the five

alumni gather for the annua l luncheon and business meet-

colleges authority to issue bonds to cover the entire cost

ing of the Alumni Association in Fell Hall. Representi ng
the reunion classes on the luncheon program will be Bruce
Wheeler, '22, assistant superintendent of the city schools,
Springfield.

of such bui Idings as residence halls and student unions, witl1
interest and reti rement of the bonds to come from revenue

Legislation
As the Q11ar1erly goes to press, the Illinois legislature
is studying appropriation bills for the coming biennium.
O ne of these contains an item of $ 2,534, 199 from the
general revenue fund, covering ; he operation of ISNU for
the next two years. This is the o riginal amount approved
by the Teachers College Board and Budgetary Commission
as that needed by the University, and it represents a 47
percent increase over the amount used from general revenue

for the operation of ISNU the past two years. The current
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of the buildings.
Most serious is the need for both residence halls and
a union at ISNU, President R. W . Fairchild points out; and
although the Uni versity has announced no defi nite plans
for construction, this new piece of legislation paves the way
for action.

Faculty
Two University faculty members plan to retire this

summer. A. W. Dragoo, assistant professor of industrial
arts, leaves ISNU after 28 years of service; and Miss Agnes
F. Rice, associate professor of education, will quit teaching
at the end of the summer session following 20 years of
13

j
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Daughters and Sons of Alumni

14

Ivan Bodine, LaMoillc

1\1argare/ D111·h"m Bodine ( 19 l5- I 7)

Lucille Gladys Carlon, Cissna Park

Am,a M11rrny C1don ( l 906-07 )

Gladys Chapman, N ormal

Viltt M11e//e,· Chapman ( [944-47)

Edith Olson Dickey, Wyanet

1-fttzel Boyre Olson ( 1.9 12)

Evelyn Elyea, Wilmington

Mildred A/1011 Elyca ( 19 l8-l9)

Grace Glaser, Stanford

'fwdtt Pleine, Glaser (19l9 )

Zola Ruth Harvey, Streator

Chloral Snyder Harvey (1919-20, 1922 ) DECEASED

Margaret Heller, Yates City

Beuie /?iord,111 Heller ( 1902)

Arthur Henderson, Danvers

Ly/ah Pa11line Vm1Be1111ing Henderson (1 91 1-12)

Marjorie Horn, Lincoln

Hilda Klemm Horn (191 9 )
111/al/e,· I ft>m ( l926)

Cecil Hospelhorn, Normal

Lola S111i1h Hospelhorn (1 9 13-15 )

Marcia Husted, Cornell

Viola Long H usted ( 1907)

Galen Dean Kintner, Decatur

Gay Kh11ner (L915, L9l7, L92l, 1922)

Ruth Lamb, Bement

Lena Hendrix Lamb (1908)

Patricia Marston, Lexington

0. T. Mar1to11 (degree 1930) D ECEASED

Barbara Joan Parret, Normal

Cyn1hit1 Rierk Parret ( diploma 1915)

Doris Ri ttenhouse, Long Point

/>a11I l{i11enho111e ( l916)

Frances Shipman, Rochester

Marritt McKee Shipman (I9l 3-14 )

Dale Shulaw, Lawrenceville

Vidtt L. Bmberk Shulaw (1 9 15)

Elinore Ullrich, Morris

Helen Sline Ullrich (1 9 l 8 )
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Dr. Poland goes as associate professor of science to Ball
State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind., also his home state.

*

RIITIRING THIS YEAR from teaching at, ISNU arc A . \ Y/.
D_raj!_oo, a~istam profossor of industrial arts, and Miss Agnes
Ric~, assonatc professor of education. Mr. Dragoo joi ned the
facult)' 28 years ago, Miss Rice, 20 >•ears :1go.

service. Mr. Dragoo joined the faculty when completing
work for 1115 degree_at_Normal. H e had previously taught
111 a number o f lllrnois elementary and high schools and
served as a school superintendent. H e has collaborated in
the preparation of several books on shop procedures. Miss
Rice already had t:iught in Minnesota, Michigan, Tennessee,
Iowa, and Illinois schools when she came to I NU.
A number .of appointments to the faculty were announced by President Fairchild following the meeting of the
Teachers College Board April 14. Miss Zelma Langworthy,
now at Indiana Unive rsity, comes to the campt1s in June as
University High School librarian, taking over the duties of
Miss Louise Stubblefield, '38, who left to accept a position
on th~ University of Illinois staff at_ Galesburg.. H andling
work in speoal education at ISNU this summer will be Miss
Nancy Bringhurst of Houston, Tex., Miss Florence Donermeyer of Oak Park, and Miss Marcella 0 gu rek of Cicero.
Miss Elizabeth McCain of Memphis, Tenn., comes back to
conduct the University reading clin~cs; Miss Margaret
Means, '25, of Bloomington again will serve on the geography faculty, and Miss Hazel Phillips of Argo again will
act as history instructor for the geography field course. Miss
Faye Mansfield, '40, who now teaches in Buffalo, N. Y ., will
supervise the first grade of the Metcalf Elementary School
du ring the summer.

*

*

Leaves of absence for the 1946-47 school year have
been granted Prof. W eldon Watterson, Miss Margaret
Murley, Dr. G ladys Bartle, Dr. Fred S. Sorrenson, Prof.
T . E. Rine, Miss Dorothy Hinman, Prof. Donald L. Weismann. Mrs. Geritrucle Plotnicky has been g iven a leave for
the first semester; and Mrs. \'(/aneta Catey, a leave fo r the
second semester.

*

*

Resignations of ISNU facul ty members effective Ju ne 2
include those of Miss Hazel Messirnore, assistant professor
of Spanish, and Dr. Lloyd 0 . Poland, associate professor
of physical science. Miss Messimore came to Normal last
fall from Ecuador, where she had been consultant to the
ministry of education. She will teach this summer at Duke
University and in the fall return to he, home state of Ohio
a.s assistant professor of Spanish at Kent State University.
MAY, 1947

*

*

Dr. Louis H oover recently was named vice president of
the W estern Arts Association at the annual convention of
the organization in Cleveland, Ohio.
Or. Richard G. Browne took part in two panels at a
conference of M idwestern Political Scientists and Midwest
Social Studies Teachers at Notre Dame University May 2
and 3.
President Fairchild took part in the program held in
connection with the inauguration of Dr. George D. Stoddard as president of the University of Illinois May 16.
Dr. H elen Marshall spoke at a dinner meeting of the
Stephen A. Douglas Club in Sp ringfield April 22.
Prof. H. 0. Reed is the author of a manual recently
printed, called The 1\fidge1 IViggly Block Test for Mechanical Abil11y. Dr. Mi r,am Gray is the author of a book
soon to come from the press, The Physical Ed11ca1ion De111onstr(1lio11- A CreaJive Pozuer. D r. John A. Kinneman's
new textbook, The Com1111111i1y and American Sociology, is
expected to be off the press in early summer. Before h is
death in January, Dr. Harvey A. Peterson signed a contract
for the publication of his psychology textbook this spring.
lntrod11c1ion Jo Philosophy of Ed11calion by D r. Stella H enderson is expected from tJ1e p ress in the fall.
Miss Alta J. Day is the autho r of the lead article appearing in the April issue of the United B11sineu I::tl11ca1ion
A ssoci,11ion fomm, entitled "M usts for Good Shorthand
Writers." Jn commenting upon the article, the editor of the
magazine writes, "Miss Day's students- now successful
business teachers-consider her to be one of the best shorthand teachers in the country. They have said so on the
East Coast and in the Far West. The editor of this column,
therefore, asked Miss Day to tell us this month what she
believes and what she does to develop successful and enthusiastic students in her classes."
Miss Dorathy Eckelmann is serving as an editor on the
Q11ar1erly Jo11mal of Speech staff, in cl1arge of papers dealing with the tead1ing of speech at the elementary sd1ool
level.
D r. H arry 0 . Lathrop and Dean Ouis A. D eYoung
both had articles in the January issue of The Tea.hers College ]011,·nal, appearing in March. Dr. Lathrop's article was
catled, "'Geography as a Basic Factor in Today's World"';
Dean DeYoung's, "The Teacher as a Cosmopolitan in an
Jrterdependent W orld."
Dr. Esther French served as chairman of a round table
discussion at the national convention of the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation in
Seattle, Wash., Ap ril 21-26. Dr. French as well as Dr.
Gwen Smith, Dr. Frances Hoffman, Dr. Miri.a m Gray, Dr.
Bernice Cooper, Miss Zora Cernid1 and Dr. Clifford E. Horton appeared on the program of the Midwest District Convention of the American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Rc,creation at M ilwaukee April 2-5.
Dr. Emma R. Knudson presided at a panel discussion
held in connection with the North Central Music Educators"
Conference in Indianapolis April l0-13.
Dr. Regina Connell represented ISNU at the program
marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of
Rosary College, River Forest.
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T ribute ro Dr. Peterson
Members of Kappa Delta Epsilon held their annual founders' Day dinner April 26, with a special
tribute given during the program to Dr. Harvey A.
Pet~rso?, who ~as instrumental in founding the or•

ganizat,on. Tim was presented by M rs. Julia Blum
Bates, '35, of Lincoln.
When M rs. Henderson wrote asking me to
give a brief tribute to our good friend Dr.
Peterson, my first thought was that I could
not possibly do it as I have never been one
to sentimentalize over the past. But as I
thought about it for several days, I decided
I very much wanted to do this as I was
1
sure Dr. Peterson would not have liked
sticky sentiment any more than J.
In recent years our paths had not crossed
very often. On the last occasion, which
occurred upon the receipt of the news that
my b rother had been killed in service, I
was happy to see that all the qualities which
had made hirn a good teacher were st ill
active in h is philosophy of life. Not the
least of these was quick and sympathetic
understanding.
Dr. Peterson·s enthusiasm for the subtle
satisfactions derived from the teaching profession was an inspiration that Kappa Delta
Epsilon looked to in its early history. This
same spirit, I am sure, will continue to be a
source of strength for the organization as
it charts its course for the future.
To me two .of Dr. Peterson's chief charms
lay in his recognition as individuals of all
with whom he came in contact, and in a
keen sense of humor which never let him

be the last to laugh- even at himself.

Al-

ways a schobr and a gentleman, he was

ever approachable.

group wishes. Edwin Burtis, '16, of EIPaso, Tex., has
contributed an autographed copy of his anthology, All the
Be,/ Dog Poems ; Dr. ). D. Logsdon, '33, of Shorewood,
Wis., a copy of his doctoral dissertation, The Develop111e11/
of P11blic School Admini11ralion ill S1. Lo11is, 1\iliuo11ri;
Harry J. Owens, 't8, of Flossmoor, a copy of his book The
Sca11dal0Ns Adve11/11res of Rey11ard the Fox. Mr. Owens
in addition promises to send the library a copy of cad, book
printed by the Holiday Press. Such fine books appea r only
in limited editions and are not sold commercially, but Mr.
Owens writes, "Through these gifts I can return to the
ISNU and the Commonwealth some of the benefits they
once gave me."
From local citizens have come Parley's Cabi11e1 lihrary
of 20 volumes, p ublished in 1846, a gift of M rs. Lucy
Waddell Lucas; a copy of the magazine l11Je,·/11des for t93233, which contains the first published work of Harold
Sinclair, a poem entitled ··Midwest," contributed by the
poet"s wife, and a Lincoln court paper as well as letters of
historical importance, presented to the library by Mrs. Florence Fifer Bohrer.
The Lincoln p aper is a framed manuscript written by
him in 1854. The letters are four personal ones penned by
Samuel W. Garman, '70, to Mrs. Bohrer's mother, when
1'fr. Garman, who became a well-known scientist and museum curator, was a student member of the Powell expedition to Longs Peak in 1868-69. The historical significance
of these letters, which give a different slant on the expedition than that generally known, is stressed by Miss Eleanor
Welch, head librarian, who ·points out that the University
officials are very interested in obtaining other Powell papers.
M ilner Library also is receiving some 30 books and
pamphlets containing material a.bout Lincoln from the private collection of Henry Horner, former governor of Illinois.
These are duplicates of materials left to the Illinois State
Historical Library with the provision that they be turned
over to some other state library.

Visitors
Attendance at College Day set a record high this year
when l,280 visitors came to ISNU April t 4 to study the
University program. There were l , 191 high school seniors

In his passing our organization has lost a
g reat and good friend. But for his encouragement there were many times in our

early history that we might have faltered .
The beauty of it is, however, that the organ-

ization through the members of its earlier
years has been privileged to have its philosophy inAuenced. by the personality of
this truly dedicated teacher.
\'<le salute the memory of our friend, Dr.

Peterson.

friends of Milner Library
A number of gifts from alu1nni and other persons interested in the U niversity have been presented to Mi lner
Library since ,the organization April I o f the informal group
kn.own as Friends of Milner Library.
Dr. George W. Riley, '92, of New York City has given
the library a cash contribution of S25, to be used as the
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HOME ECONOM ICS STUOENTS from high schools in Ccmral
Illinois regis1.;:r for Home Economics Day at ISNU. In the rear
(left) is Dr. Marie Di rks, head o f the Univcrsit}' home economi<'s dcparimcnt; in ih~ rear (right) is M iss Josephine Ross,
assiiow.nt professor o f home economics.
THE AL U MNI QUARTERLY

from 173 high schools on campus, accompanied by 89 adults.
The largest group previously attending was that in 1946
when 1,248 visitors were .on campus from 134 different
schools. The program included conferences with department heads, talks on teaching and ISNU, as well as campus
tours, tennis matches, a baseball game, two one-act plays,
and a radio broadcast.

*

*

*

Some 200 high school girls attended the ISNU Home
Economics Day Apri I 26, arranged by the University home
economics department. Senior students majoring in home
economics at ISNU presented a large pcrtion of the program, with some ot the high school guests themselves
putting on skits as well.

*

*

The shortage of speech teachers and ways of alleviating
the scarcity were the main items under discussion when the

Speech Association of Illinois held its annual meeting at
ISNU May 9-10. Luthe, Black .of the Office of Public
Instruction, Springfield, and Dr. Kenneth G. Hance of
Northwestern University spoke .on teacher supply. There
was also a panel on the recruitment of speech teachers with
the following participating: Dr. Elbert Moses, Eastern
Illinois State Teachers College; Miss H elen Knight, Evan>ton Township High School; Dr. F. L. D. Holmes, ISNU;
R. C. Tomlinson, Lake Forest College; Kenneth Burns,
University of Illinois ; Paul Crawford, Northern Illinois
State Teachers College. Tw.o ISNU faculty members will
serve as off1Cers of the association the corning year. They are

Prof. G. Bradford Barber, the new secretary-treasurer, and
Miss Dorathy Eckelmann, the new first vice-president.

*

*

*

Some 75 school secretaries from over the entire state
attended the spring conference of the Illinois Association of
School Secretaries at Normal April 18-19. Members of the
faculty participating in a panel d i.scussion presented before
the secretaries were Dr. J. W. Carrington, Miss Margaret
Peters, and Miss Frances Conkey. M rs. Dorothy King,
secretary to President Fairchild, held .open house for the
visitors. Miss Ferne Roseman, University cashier, is serving
her second year as vice-president of the state group.

•

•

•

The ISNU chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary
mathematics fraternity, was host to the national convention

of Kappa Mu Epsilon April I 1-I 2. O ne hundred seventyfive representatives of 35 chapters were in attendance. In
charge of local arrangements were Miss Elinor Flagg and
Dr. C. N. Mills.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Representatives of colleges in eight states attended the
Teachers College Extension Asssociati.on conference at
Normal May 16-17. In charge of local arrangements was
Prof. Clarence Orr.
Parents of ISNU students were guests of the University
May 10 for the special Mother's Day service. Dr. J. Walter
Malone, president of James Millikin University, spoke at
the program held in Capen Auditorium. Following the

W INNERS OF SPECIAi. AWARDS. announced at the H onors 0:iy conv()("ation, mee1 informally following the program on whid1
th.'!)' were prescrtu:rl 10 ISNU students and guests.
Left to rii;:th t: Miss Doris Zimmer, winner o f the Erma Imboden memorial
award: Miss Betty Lou Cross, who recei ved the Kappa Delta Pi medal; Miss Margaret ProcK>r~ the alumni award winner; Miss
Mary F. 11,en 11,omas, who was presented with the Jessie E. Ran1bo award, and Miss Phyll is Hildebrand, who received the 1:acuhy

Women's Club scholarship. This was the firs1 year the laner scholarship was given.
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<:;ARDINAI. COURT~ the. fed~ral h?usinJ! project fo~ ve.t_crans,¥~ronts on J.\fain _St.rec, a~d is at the south end of the Un iversit")'
J·arm atr0s$ from the U111vcrs11y High School Athle11c held. I here arc dorm itory unus as well as aparunen1s for veterans.

service, the mothers and fathers attended a tea arranged by
the art department in the Milner Library art gallery and an
open house in Fell Hall.

*
Open to the public throughout the month of May has
been an exhibit ol original water colors in the Milner Li brary gallery. These came from the permanent collection
of the Art Institute, Chicago, and include paintings by wellknown artists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
George Barford, ISNU art instructor who joined the faculty
in February, gave a gallery talk at the opening of the exhibit
April 27.

*

*

A complimentary matinee for high school dramatic
groups was presented by the University Theater May 17.
Shakespeare"s 1vldcbe1h was the production given. There
also were two regular evening performances of the tragedy.
Young dramatists from some 25 different high schools
attended the matinee. Starring in the role of Macbeth was
Dee Norton, ISNU student from Cedar Falls, la., who has
appeared in a number of plays on campus. Miss Joan
Webber, U niversity freshman from Chicago, who apreared
in The Tavem at Normal last fall, took the part o Lady
Macbeth.

Winners
Representatives of the Wrightonia Literary Society this
year won over Philadelphia representatives when the two
organizations held their annual contest March 7. The
Wrights not only won but took almost a landslide victory by
chalking up wins in six of the seven events scheduled.
Wright winners were Miss Mary Etta Edwards, dramatic
reader; Ted Liskowski, extempore speaker; Miss Corine
Hawkes, who won by forfeit in oratory; Miss Barbara
18

Findley, piano soloist; and Wright debaters, Robert Knight
and Miss Marian Dean. The only Phil to score in the evening's program was James Baker, vocalist. The Wrightonians
now hold 38 victories in 87 years of contests.

* *

Medals were awarded Miss Faye Welch, poetry reader, and M iss Corine Hawkes, orator, in the annual Edwards
Medal Contest April 24. Three students participated in the
oratory contest and seven in the roetry event. Dr. Marie
K. Hockmuth of the University o Illinois was the judge.
The medals are presented each year by the children and
the grandchUdren of Richard Edwards, second president
at ISNU, to perpetuate his memory.

* *

*

The Women's Physical Education Club took first
honors in the annual stunt show sponsored by the University
Club May 2. Their stunt, entitled "We've Been Framed,"
showed a G I and his bride viewing an art display which
came to life and depicted activities on a college campus.
Second-place winner this spring was the Social Science
Club, with its newsreel of latest world events. Also participating in the show were the Lowell Mason Club and
Jesters as well as the faculty, which did not compete for
the prize. The latter organization's skit this year was a
puppet show featuring Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
Leading roles were played by Miss Bernice Frey, Miss
Frances Conkey, and Dr. Arthur H. Larson.

Honors
Recognition was given 43 ISNU students at the sixth
annual scholastic Honors Day convocation May L4. They
represented the three percent of the undergraduate student
body holding highest honor point averages. Freshmen
became eligible for honors on the basis of work completed
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

the first semester of this year. Recognition of other students
was on the basis of work completed the past two semesters.
Parents of students as well as principals of the thirty-six
high schools represented by their graduates were invited
to attend the program in Capen Auditorium. Following this
there was an informal meeting of guests, students meriting
recognition, and faculty members.
Prof. Leonard Haas of the State Teachers College,
Eau Claire, Wis., gave the convocation address. Presentation
of a number of scholarships and special awards also was
included in the program.
Miss Margaret Proctor, junior from Maryville, ·was
presented the alumni award given annually to an outstanding student and valued at S65. Miss Mary Ellen Thomas
of Pekin received the Jessie E. Rambo award in home
economics, also valued at $65, which is presented annually
th rough the generosity of the former head of the home
economics department. The memorial award g iven each
year in memory of Miss Erma Imboden to an outstanding
student teacher went to Miss Doris Zimmer of Springfield.
It has a cash value of $25. The Faculty Women's Club
scholarship, an award of $100, presented for the first time
in memory of men and women participating in World
War II, went to Miss Phyllis Hildebrand of Chicago. Miss
Betty Lou Cross of Normal received the Kappa Delta Pi
medal given the sophomore student ho lding the highest
scholastic record.
Robert Weeks, ISNU senior, recently was notified that
he had been granted a graduate scholarship in mathematics
at the Unive rsity of Illinois for the 1947-48 school year.
Mr. W eeks was nominated by the ISNU faculty for this
honor. He will receive a stipend of $500 while studying at
Urbana, as well as be exempted from all fees except _those
of matriculation and graduation. A g raduate of the P rinceton H igh School in 1939, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Weeks of Princeton. At ISNU he is a member of
Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary mathematics fraternity, and
has been a Jetterwinnec in tennis as well as active in intrnm,iral sports.

•

concerts on their annual tour, the University Men's Glee
Club sang at both Chenoa and EIPaso in M ay. Some 60
members of the University Ord1estra went to Chicago May 9
to see " Pilgrim's Progress" and en route stopped to give
concerts at Chenoa and Yorkville. The University Concert
Band played in both T aylorville and Springfield during
April, and the W omen·s Chorus presented a program in
Stanford May I.

Geography
Registration in the geography field course, which wi ll
cover six weeks of travel in eastern United St,tes and
Canada this summer, now is closed. Twenty-seven students
and four camp boys have signed up for the class that will
work under the direction of Prof. A. W. Watterson of the
University geography department. All report June 7 and
spend several days on campus before starting their field
study. The return of the class is set for the last week in
July, the course ending August I. This is the eighteenth
year ISNU has offered such an extensive geography field
trip. Transportahon is by bus. Modern camping equipment,
including tents as well as a kitchen and comrnissary1 enables
the students to live out of doors.

ISNU Clubs
Some I, 176 ISNl,J alumni and guests attended the 15
different ISNU club meetings held during the school yea r
of 1946-47, with an average of 78 persons in attendance
at a single meeting. These statistics, compiled by the alumni office, also show this number to be the Jargest average at•
tendancc of any year. The number of meetings is the same
as that of a year ago.

*

*

The Ford County ISNU Club dinner in March was
held at P axton with 60 persons in attendance. Dr. Leslie
A. Holmes showed pictures of the 1946 geography field
course. New officers of the Ford County Club include the
president, Walter J. Bartz, Gibson City ; the vice p,esident,
Miss Gladys Rogers, Roberts ; and the secretary-treasurer,
Mrs. Russell Salyards, Gibson City.

*

Miss Martha Lou Alverson, ISNU junior from Bloomington, was selected to head the University Student Council
for the coming year in an all-school election April 20.
Presidents of classes for next year were among other officers
chosen. They include Louis DePrino of Rantoul, president
of next year's sophomore class; Charles Paoli of Collinsville, president of next year's junior class; and Art Friese
of O'Fallon, president of the 1947-48 senior class.

*

*

*

Miss Hope Norton, ISNU junior from Lockport, was
chosen this spring to serve as president of ,the Illinois
Country Youth Association the coming year. She was
elected at a two-day conference on rural youth problems in
Carbondale, wh(ch she attended as a representative of the
ISN U Hieronymus Club. Miss Norton and other members
of the club next October w ill have part in planning a
conference of the National Country Youth Association at
East Bay Camp, Lake Bloomington.

Music
ISNU music organizations have given a large number
of concerts this spring. The University Choir presented
parts of the oratorio, .. Elijah," in a vesper concert at
C1pen Auditorium May 18. In addition to giving seven
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PROSPECTIVE ISN U STUDENTS can be .s<en any day playing
about the fronr yards in Cardinal Village. Papa, and maybe
.M ama too, is attending classes
the U niversity.

a,
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MEMBERS OF THE N CLUB turned out in a ~roup for the club's annual spring: formal dinner and dance, held this year in the
Illi nois Hotel. Caught in the picture co the left are some o f the club officers and leaders. Reading left to right: Mrs-. L. A.
Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. James (Pim) Goff, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams gather during a shore intermission of the dance part
of the program for the pinure at the right. Mr,s. W illiams is a Parisian war bride.

• •

Dr. Holmes also showed pictures of the l946 Jield
course at the dinner meeting of the Madison County lSNU
Club in Edwardsville April 24 . This was the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the founding of the club. Sixty-two persons
attended the dinner. New officers of the organization include the president, Glenn DeAtley, Wood River; the
vice president, Mrs. Erma Sarnes White, Edwardsville ;
the secretary, Miss Margaret Tibbets, Alton; and the treas-

urer, Forrest Mock, Roxana.

*

•

Guest speaker at the Chicago ISNU Club luncheon
April 26 was Prof. Emeritus W. A. L. Beyer. Colored

motion pictures of campus activities were shown. The lunch•
eon attracted 104 alumni, faculty members, and guests.
Officers of the Chicago Club for the coming yea r a re the
president, Merle Kauffman, Waukegan; the vice president,
Miss Josephine Mathews, Maywood; the secretary-treasurer,
Miss Isabel Billings, Oak Park ; and the assistant secretary•
treasurer, Miss Myra Kohler, Oak P ark.

*

*

*

Pictures of the geography field course also were shown
at the alumni meeting in Aurora April 29, which drew
SO persons from Kane, Kendall, and DeKalb Counties as
well as some faculty members from Normal. New officers
of this organization in Northern Illinois arc the president,
A. G. Haussler, Aurora ; the vice president, Mrs. Val Solyom, Elgin; and the secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Stanley Breen.

Geneva.

*

* •

'"The Profession of Teaching" was the subject of a
panel discussion at the dinner meeting arranged by the
Macon County ISNU Club in Decatur April 30. Appearing
on the prog ram were a Decatur High School senior as well
as Miss Lorraine Jenkins, p resident of the University chapter
of TT A, and Dr. V. M. Houston, principal of the Univer•
sity High School. There were 92 people at the dinner,
which was the second meeting of the Macon County group
this year. New officers of the club include the president,
Francis Brown, Decatur; the vice president, Miss Nepha
Eyman, Argenta; the secretary, Miss Kath ryn O 'Mallie,
Decatur ; and the t reasurer, Clelia Jones, Decatur.
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Heading the Vermilion County ISNU Club during
l947-48 w ill be the new president, Miss Donna Brennen,
Danville; the new vice president, Miss Rosie Shahadey,
Danvi lle; and the secreta ry-treaSlirer, Miss Doris Boone,
Danville. These officers were elected at a dinner meeting
in Danville May S, at which Dr. J. W. Carrington was the
guest speaker and Dr. H olmes again showed pictures of
the geography iield course. There were 44 persons in at·
tendance.

Placement Data
.. It's a cinch that graduates of JSNU this year will have
no difficulty in obtaining positions," Dr. J. W . Carrington
said recently when discussing the placement situation. Already many of the seniors without previous teaching experience who expect to receive degrees June 2 have signed
contracts for next fall. Their salaries range f,om S2,300
to $2,900, with the ,top-paying positions going to coaches.

The average salary for ISNU seniors who are to teach in
high schools is $2,500; the average for elementary teache rs
is S2,400.
In commenting upon the data collected in the Uni•
versity placement office, Dr. Carrington points out, ··There's
no doubt that ine xperienced teachers from ISNU are going

out to teach in Illinois at minimum salaries now recommeded on a nationwide basis. It is also evident that salary
differences between positions for beginning elementary and
beginning high sd1ool teache rs are disappearing...

Coaching School
Harry Stuhldreher, varsity football coach at the University of W isconsin, will be on the staff of the ISNU
Coaching School July 7-10, according to an announcement
from Howard J. Hancock. The non-credit short course also
will have as visiting instructors Normal Ziebell, basketball
coach of J. Sterling Morton High School; Mat Bullock,
U niv.ersity of Illinois athletic trainer, and M. F. Springer,
assistant executive secretary of the Illinois High School
Athletic Association. Members of the University faculty
participating in the three-day series will he Joseph T.
Cogdal, Harold Frye, Burton O 'Connor, and Mr. Hancock.
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Spring Spores Review
The Redbird baseball team, consisting of a combination
of a few regulars back from last season, some pre-war lettermen, and a flock of promising freshmen, rose on two
particular occasions to timely victories, although the season
was mostly a rather ordinary one.

Coaches Harold Frye and Pim Goff had the Red and
White diamondmen well into what looked like the most
successful season in years when they climaxed their fourgame run of victories in non-conference play by topping
Milliki n, CCI titlists, by a 5-2 score at Decatur. Games
scheduled with the University of Wisconsin nine fo r
McCormick Field on April 4 and 5 during the spring vacation on the campus were rained out, so the opening action

for the Redbirds came April 12 when they turned back the
University of Chicago nine by a 6-0 count on McCormick
Field. Joe Banicki, freshman left hander from Chicago, was
the winning pitcher.

Fred Gehrt, fast ball hu rler and leading winner for
the season, took his first victory April 14 at home when
the ISNU nine dropped Eureka College by a I 3-3 count
before a group of 1,200 visiting high school students on the
campus for College Day activities. The 5-2 victory over
Millikin came April 22 at Decatur in the Redbirds' first
action away from the campus, and Gehrt was the winning
pitcher.
Coach Frye matched Joe Banicki with Northern's ace
Bob Kaczales for the opening IIAC game for ISNU
April 26 on McCormick Field, but the visitors went away
with an 8-3 victory to their credit. Rain and scheduling
ditllcultics shifted the two-game series with Eastern State
Teachers, but the Charleston nine racked up 8-0 and 5-4
,,ictories when the contests were finally played.
The Redbirds had little trouble winning over Eureka
May 8 by a 27-6 count in the return game with the Eureka
nine, and Gchrt turned in his third victory .o f the year May
3 with a 10-0 win over the Chanute Field diamondmen.
Smarting under the 5-4 shading handed them May 13 by a
visiting Western State Teachers nine the Redbirds bounced
back the following day to score a 2-0 victory over the
Leathernecks at Macomb. The game was rained out in the
sixth inning, but a long triple by Steve Caruso had lengthened the Redbirds lead to 5-0. T he Western nine were
undefeated in IIAC play at the time of this game.

the annual IIAC Meet was held. The fortieth renewal of
the o ldest set of college games in the state was centered
around James field on the Northern State Teachers campus.
the K ishwaukee Country Club golf links, and the Rochelle
High School tennis courts.
Top honors of the day for ISNU were brought home

by Harlan Feicht. The junior from Bloomington toured
36 holes on the Kishwaukec course with 143 strokes to easily
defend his IIAC individual golf title. The nearest competitor carded a 150; and Harry Mussatto, Highland Park
freshman, took third for the Redbi rds with 152.
Team strength by the Northern golf team was too much
for the Redbirds, however, and Coach Howard Hancock's
drivers and putters were forced to second place in the team
standings by 64 1-645.
T he varsity golfers fared much better as a team during
the IIAC Meet than in early-season dual competition with
con ference members. Western had outpointed the Redbirds
by 9½-5½ and 9½-2½ scores, and the IIAC team champions, Northern Teachers, had shaded ISNU by a 6½-5½
count three days before the conference match. Victories were

counted in dual competition over \1"esleyan 10½-I ½,
11 ½ -½, and Eureka 11-1; and the Millikin golfers scored
8-4 and 9.3 wins over Coach Hancock's charges duri ng the
regular season. Regular team members along with Feicht
and Mussatto were Jack Yobski of Decatur and Angelo
Pasquesi of Highland Park, both playing their first year
for the Redbirds.
Bill Howard collected 11 of ISNU"s 22 points gained
at the II AC track and field contest on the Northern State
Teachers campus. The rarrner City senior jumped 22 feet,
¾ inch for individual first in the broad jump, but the pole
vault, his favorite event, ended in a five way tie for first
place with the bar at l 2 feet. He had previously cleared
12 feet, :, inches, this season.

Two c-;ames Lost co Wesleyan
T he annual cross.town series on the diamond with
Wesleyan ended with the Redbirds on the low end of both
scores. The game held in the Wesleyan stadium on May 7
was the be:ter contest of the two, although three misjudged
fly bolls cost the Red and W hite four runs and the hosts
won 6•3.

T he return contest played on McCormick Field May 20
was called at the end of the eighth inning because of rain
with the Titans winning 12-2. T he Wesleyan nine scored in
every inning but two, and the ISNU team never managed
a serious threat throughout the contest. Hits by Guy
Jacobucci, Joe Konitzki, and Ed McManus as the rain was
starting in the eighth inning pushed across the two tallies
for the Redbirds. Fred Gehrt was credited with the l.oss in
both games.
The final day for competition in track and field, tennis,
and golf for ISNU athletes came May 17 at DeKalb when
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BILL HOWARD GOES UP AND OVER the bu at 12 feet
in the pol:: vault. The Farmer City senior has been signed
to th~ coaching staff o f Clinton Communit)' High School.
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RUNNERS GATHER AT T HE START of the 440-yard run during the dual track meet in wh ich the Redbirds trimmed \X/cslcyan
78·53. Melvin Klitzins:,, second from right, brought in first p lace for Coach Joe Cogda1.

number two doubles combination ended 7-5, 4-6, and 7-5
for the ISNU combinati.o n. Dick Ridiards, Peoria, and
Art Friese, O 'Fallon, teamed for the number one doubles
combination but were eliminated during the first round.
The defending champions from Southern easily took the
meet title with 19½ team points as they swept the singles
division with straight fi rst places.
During the matches held during the regular dual season, Coach Gene Hill's net men scored twin victories over
Wesleyan by a 5-4 count but dropped two to Milli.kin by
the same count. They bounced back from a 7-2 defeat
handed them by the Bradley team to shade the Peoria repreTracksrers W in Two Meers
sentatives hy 5.4 later in the season, and to split a dual
Coach Joe Cogdal's tracksters competed in three dual series 4 -2 each way with Elmhurst. The only single dual
meets and two triangular affairs before the annual Elm- match of the season resulted in a 7-2 victory over the Red hurst Invitational Meet and the JI AC contest. They were birds by Southern Normal.
topped in conference competition by Eastern State Teachers
A glance at football plans for fall shows a nine-game
by 831/r471/3, and by Southern 11linois Normal, 79 1-6 schedule, as announced by Howard J . Hancock, director of
- 51 5-6 in the first two meets of the season. The third athletics. The Redbirds open their season at home Septemdual affair came May 14 on McCormick Field when the ber 27 against Indiana State Teachers of Terre Haute and
ISNU team turned in a 78-53 victory over neighboring play their first IIAC game at Normal October I 8 against
lllinois Wesleyan.
Northern Illinois State Teachers. The lSNU Homecoming
Wheaton took home team first in the triangular meet .opponent will be Washington University of St. Louis for
here May 3 in which ISNU, Northern T eachers, and the first time in school history.
Wheaton participated. T he Redbirds outdistanced Wesleyan and M illikin with a 20 point margin May 7 during the 1947 Football Schedule
second triangular affair. The meet was held at Decatur.
Sept. 27 Indiana State Teachers (Terre Haute) 1-lere
lSNU scored 67½ points, M illikin 47\/2, and Wesleyan 46.
4 Michigan State Normal (Ypsilanti ) There
Oct.
The opening sessions of the conference tennis matches
There
l l Loras (Dubuque, Iowa)
were held on the Rochelle High School courts, but the group
Here
18 North. Ill. State Teachers ( DeKalb)
was forced indoors by rain duri ng the afternoon. The site
25 East. lll. State T eachers (Charleston) There
procured by the tournament hosts was the fieldhousc at
North Central College, Naperville. First honors for the
Nov. I. Washington University (St. Louis) Here
Redbirds on the courts were brought home by Bloomington(Homecoming )
ians Roger H aughey and Bruce Dambold who teamed to
8 South. Ill. State Normal (Carbondale) Here
win the number two doubles title. Haughey and Dambold
There
15 West. Ill. State T eachers (Macomb)
drew a bye for the first round and won their way into the
Here
22 Illinois Wesleyan (Bloomington)
finals in straight sets. The final round against Southern's

Gene Stratman, a Monticello sophomore, picked most
of the remaining points for the Redbirds with a second in
the 220-yard dash and third place in the LOO-yard event.
Fred Gehrt, varsity baseball pitcher, notched Jifth place in
the javelin thrO\V.
The Northern tracksters had little trouble dethroning
the 1946 champions from Southern Normal in team scoring
by a 78 to 57½ count in team score. Cy Perkins, Northern's
star miler, was top individual performer of the meet as he
turned in a I: 56.2 880-yard run for a new meet record.
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BOOKS---Heart of a University
(Continued from page 5)

views. Now the scholar, who uses what the colleclor
has assembled, wonders why each of these books was written! to what ~xtent it was a deliberate protest against
social, economic or political evils, how far it is rational
- how far original, what effect it had.

He goes further and

speculates _on Utopia-making in general, whether such authors fall mto any patterns, whether they have really added
anything of value to human experience, and if so, which
ones, and why' He sets Utopias in their place in the
Ion$ stream. ~f time, he deals with them historically, sociologically, cnt,cally, and he does all this because he has the
time, the drive and the interest, and because he likes to

~nd out answers. Perhaps what he writes will be read by
!ew; perhaps it will be heavy, weighted with notes, bad!}'

organized and dull, and may seem to the collector much
better never written. Perhaps some day it wi II be rewritten,
for all scholarly works need to be rewritten, at least in part,
for each generation. But bit by bit, in every generation,
they add up to that generation's sum-total of organized
knowled_Qe. And bit by bit, over the years, scholars increase
the world's potential understanding of the right way to run
1ts_affa,rs, and probe a little deeper into the mystery of the
umverse, the ultimate challenge thrown out to mankind.
And this they do without reward, with self-denial without
much public acclaim. To be sure, there are bad° scholars
~swell ~s_good, but show me any human activity where all
its prachc,oners arc without flaw and without reproach.
. So much for two of the ingred ients in that brew of
wluch I spoke at the beginning of this talk: the collector
and the scholar. T hey are both doing the same things, and
for the same reasons- because they like to do them.
Now a word about the teacher and the students.

Ideally, they are in precisely the same boat. The teacher is
still the chief means of transmitting what one age knows to
the next, in a fo rm which the next can use and when he is
tcachi.ng: future teachers, as at Illinois Stat~ Nonna!, he is
more than ever a chief rneans.

Teachers and stll(lents need a librar}r as much as the
scholar. and not merely one of texts and reference books
but a library of which a collector would approve. In thi;
country the habit has grown of doing so much teaching from
boo_ks about books that students actually get the inverted
notion that a popular history of philosophy is the equivalent
of Plato and Kant, or that a digest of world literature can
replace Shelley. Having memorized definitions of socialism
and democracy, the student Aounderingly imagines he is
th1nk1n}? when he pits. one "ism,'' so defined, against ano_ther. " Isms," being unreal, cannot be put together in a
nng; they are shortcut abstractions, and can enter into a
discussion only after one has gone the long way round. And
to go the long way round a student must have a library.

No Funds for Precious Books
\Xlhat kind of library ? Of course, I mean the kind
the f riends of Milner Library can build up. The University
has funds enough to buy the texts and the best of the secondary works- many of them are ephemeral and not worth
buying. It has not the funds to buy these precious longlived books, these books that students can keep coming back
to, _these _books which Milton_ meant in speaking of the
d1st1lled life-blood of great spmts. They say that institu•
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tions are but the lengthened shadow of a great man- I
urge that you let Milne_r Library become the lengthened
shadows of as wide a variety of men as possible.
Those who h elp build a library lay up as much earthly
.
1mmortal1ty for themselves as is allowed to most men for
libraries are long-lived. They do more than that. '
The dream !hat men have always dreamed about faster
transportation, mass production of labor-saving devices, and
conscqucnl f rcedom from_ those spirit-wearying, deadening
tasks that have always wc1ghe<l down the human race, is of
course _that through mechanization rnen may experience a
new birth of freedom: It is still the only dream worth
dreaming. To realize ,t, to make it come true, is the tremendous task of teachers, in schools and in universities.
They arc the ones who must adapt the ideas of the past,
the truth of which tune does not alter, to fit within the new
garment-- of an industrialized present. All that men have
e~e, said before about the worth of character, of the greet
virtues, of a state governed under law, of bills of rights,
of trust and affection for one's neighbor, ,of service to the
community to which one belongs- all these are as true now
as ever. Who is going to teach these things but the teachers,
and those who teach the teachers?
The~e 1ies, as one man sees it, the ultimate purpose
of the fnends of Milner Library. The U ni versity needs all
the help you can give (t. Heart of any universit)', the library,
in an indirect and yet wholly real way, is also the heart of
our civilization itself.

Civilians Again
A11J1in, D,miel D. ( 1939-42), Capt. Army, Sept. 24,
1942_-March 22, 1947. Actively engaged in
farming. To continue education at University
of Illinois during summer session.
B,irbee, John Y. (1939-4 1) , Major Army, Oct. 28,
1941-Jan. 6, 1947. Attending school at University of California.
f'emandez, Joseph Alllhony ( I 944-45 ), Ens. Navy,
Dec. 30, 1_941-May 5, 1947. To finish college
at Un1vers1ty of Pennsylvania.
l..aD11e, N. Calvin ( 1943-44 ) , A-S Navy, July t,
1943-Jan. 1, 1947. To graduate from Minnesota Dental School in June.
i\laras, Bemire E. (diploma 1940), CSK Navy, July
5, 1943-July 1, I 947. Plans to attend San Francisco State College in San Francisco, Cal.
Nor111a11, Harold C. (1939-42) , Capt. Army, Aug. 19,
1942-Jan. 22, 1947. Supply officer and pilot in
Air National Guard at Peoria.
l'opejoy, Dorothy Imogene ( 1939-40), CY Navy,
Aug. 23, 1943-July J, 1947. Stcnotypist work
after discharge in July.
SfoJJer, Gerald Adelbert (degree 1934), Lt. Col.
Army, Mar. 15, 194 I-Jan. 12, 1947. To pracl1Cc surgery al the Watts Clinic, Silver City, N.
Mex.
lf1/illia111s. Nor11111 Orr (1943-44), Lt. (j.g.) Navy,
July l, 1944-June 4, 1947. Future plans indefinite.
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In Memo riam
l?irh,tJ·rl Ar1h111· Edw,mls (diploma 1870), banker, died
February 17 in Peru, Ind., where he had lived the past
66 years. He was 95 years old, Mr. Edwards attended both
Dartmouth and Princeton after leaving Normal and w,1s a
teacher for a nurnbcr of years. His Cather was Richard
Edwards, Sr., second president of ISNU, H is sisters, Miss
Florence and Miss Ellen ( diploma 1873), as well as a
brother, Owen, live in Normal. Funeral services and burial
were in Peru.

* • •

Miss Emma Jone, ( 1891-92 ) , retired school teacher,
died January 22 in a Carlinville hospital. She had been in
ill health for two years and a hospital patient for about a
week. Miss Jones taught for 38 years in Macoupin County
schools, p rior to 1908 in rural schools and after that time in
high schools at Bunker H ill, Shipman, and Brighton. She
Jeaves a sister and two brothers.

• • •

Mack M. Lane (diploma 1892) of Santa Ana, Cal., died
March 15, just two weeks before celebrating his fifty-fourth
wedding anniversary, He had been ill about a year, du ring
which time he was cared for at a daughter's home. An
elementary teacher and principal for many years, Mr. Lane
attended the University of Chicago as well as ISNU, In
1942 he returned to Normal for the fiftieth reunion of his
class. In addition to his wife and daughter, he leaves one

• • •

Mrs. Frank Deneen (Mary Gregory, diploma 191 I )
died in Bloomington from a heart attack February I 3, when
undergoing anesthesia in preparation for a tooth extraction.
She taught in an EIPaso grade school for three years after
leaving Normal and in 1918 was married to Dr. Deneen of
Bloomington. In addition to her husband, she leaves three
sons. The funeral service and burial were both in Bloomington.

* • *

• • •

Mrs, H arold Powell (/\1,iy BNck, diploma 1913) of
Polo died sometime during the first week in February,
accordi.ng to a clipping from the Polo PreJJ. T he family
home had been in Polo since I 936. Prior lo that time M rs,
Powell taught in Danville, Gibson City, and Polo and then
after her marriage lived in Chicago, Cleveland, and Rockford, She also spent considerable time at the Powell cottage
on 'Lake Kegonsa, \'(/is. Survivors include two daughters
,nd three grandchildren as well as her husband.

• • •

Miss Cl,irn Kl"m.rer (191 6- 17), a teacher for 50 years,
died February 17, She taught the entire period in the
Aurora Public Schools before her retirement in 1937, At
that time she was principal of the Brady School. She had
attended a half dozen different colleges and universities
during summer sessions. In the account of her death the
ANrora Be,,ron-News calls Miss Klamser "one of the best
known and best liked school teachers in Aurora before her
retirement." The deceased leaves one brother and one
sister. Funeral services were in an Aurora chapel.

son. Services were in a Santa Ana rnortuary.

Rev. L<11vrenre P, Bear ( 1890-92. 1893-94) d ied March
20 in a Kansas City, Mo., hospital after a long illness. He
attended Carthage College and Northwestern University
after leaving Normal and was active in the ministry of the
Methodist Church from 1900 to 1944. He served in Central
Illinois and Wisconsin conferences and during the war
helped out in the Decatur district while there was a shortage
of pastors. H is wife died in 1944; three daughters and
two sons are surviving. T he funeral and burial were at
Astoria,

Henry M . /?,11/olph ( 1890-93, 1896-97 ) died at his
home in Paxton March 18, the day before his eighty-fourth
birthday. He had been a teacher at Elliott, Gibson City,
and Melvin, He served as superintendent of Ford County
schools from 1906 until 1924. Besides his wife, he leaves
two sons and fou r grandchildren. Services were in a Paxton
funeral home.

• • •

Alfred N. Corri11~1011 (1895-96, 1899-190 1, 1902-03)
died March 31 at his home in Normal. He had owned and
operated the G lad Patch here for many yea rs, A member
of the Normal Masonic Lodge, he ·.vas at one time master
of the lodge, H is wife (Mildred i\1cKi1111ey, diploma 190~)
survives as well as two sons, three daughters, and six
grandchildren. Services were in a local funeral home, and
the burial was in a Bloomington cemetery.

*

* •

Roy franklin Barton ( diploma I 906), anthropologist,
died April 19 in Chicago. He was on the staff of the University of Chicago in the department of anthropology at the
time of his death. lnterne<I by the Japanese while doi ng
field work in Philippine ethnography, Mr. Barton was
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rescued from an internment camp in February 194} and
returned to this country to become a fellow of the Guggenheim Memorial Foundation and research associate at the
University of California.
In his early life Mr. Barton was a teacher for IO years,
sludied dentistry and practiced as a dentist for LO years, then
after taking a degree in ethnography became a curator of
the Department of India and Indonesia, Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography.

• • •

• • •

11'/il/iam E. Mayo (degree 191 7 ), 77 years of age, died
at his home near Kansas April 2. He had been in failing
health for some time, He taught for many years in Edgar
County schools and was at one time superintendent of
schools in Rockford, During World War I he served in
the educational department of the armed forces. H is only
sister, Miss Gertrude, preceded him in death by six years.
Funeral services were in a local church.

• • •

Oliver 1'. /\lm·,1011 (deg ree 1930), veteran coach, died
in a Streator hospital March 2 1. He had been ill for five
months. A teacher and coach at Long Point since 1946, Mr.
Marston had previously coached at Lexington, Pleasant Hill.
Berry, Atwood, Blandinsville, and Virden as well as at the
Nebraska State Teachers College and Oklahoma Baptist
College, H is teams from Berry and Atwood entered the
state basketball finals. He held a master's degree from the
University of Illinois. Besides his widow he leaves three
daughters, one of whom, Miss Patricia, now is attending
ISNU. Services were in a funeral home at Lexington, home
of the deceased,
THE ALUMNI QUARTCRLY
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1901-19
Mrs. A. C. 1 orton and M iss J ennje
\X'ells held an open house March 9 at
D ecatur for M r. and Mrs. David H . Wells.
Mr. and Mr s. W e lls, who were married in
November, were leaving for M esa. Ariz.,
to make their home. Mrs. No rton (Jessie Wells) and Miss J ennie W e lls received
rheir d iplomas f rom ISNU in .1901, whi le
M r. W ells, their brother, obtained a d egree in 1922. He retired from teaching
s ix years ago and had been living near
1 ian tic.
Mrs. \'(fells, the former M rs.
I.aura W cpner of W ashington, was for
a number of years music in structor at
Wttshington and Metamora.
M r. and Mrs. George B. K.-:ndall and
rheir two children were in Normal reccntl)', and Mr. Kendall (diploma 19M)
wr ites o f their visit: " W e d rove out b y
ISNU, north o n ! ormal Avenue
Then we came back on School Street and
drove in the east entrance and across
th e campus. It was t he first time I had
been on the campus for 3 7 years. The
main building docs not look natural without its top ~tory. H owe ver, it still look s
1;:ood to me.
Pleasant memories cam<·
hack :t~ we drove across the camp us. It
was a grc-at sc·t-up when I knew it."" Mr.
Kendall. princir,:tl of the Model School
13uil<ling from 1907 to 1910, now lives in
Jacksonville.
M rs. Ne ll ie Fr)' Callow (diploma 1906)
is vacationing in Ajo, Ariz. She phrns to
move to Ajo from D enver, Colo., to be
•1ea r her claughtcr and grandchildren. H er
daughter·s health was so impaired by internment for three years in a Jap anese
camp in Santo Tomas, Manila, that she
cannot live in Denver's altitude.
Enoch M. Frittier (degree L914) was
discharged from the Anny as a lieutenant
colonel and now is emplo)•ed by the Veterans· Ad ministration in Louisville, Ky.
Dr. l'r.emont P. Wirth (diploma 19 14),
head o f the histoq• departme nt at George
1>,·ahody College for Teachers, Nashville,
T enn., was invited by the State and W ar
Oepanmcnts to serve :ts consultant in
Amtria 10 assist the Austrian school authorities in building a democratic curriculum. Because of h is duties at PeabOd)•,
Dr. Wirth was unable 10 accept the· invitation. H e has been a member of the
collc~e facul t)' for 21 yrars, and is the
au1hor of a number of history books.
F.dwin Bur<is ( diploma 1916) of El
Paso. Tex., whose book, All the Best Dog
Poems, was reviewed in 1he last issue o f
the Quarterly. writes :

M,w, 1947

The firs t edition of the book was relea~ed in D e cember, and it was sold
almost immediately. It h as h ardly been
availab le at book stores for the past
six weeks, but the seco nd printing is
past due and will make its appearance
most any day. Mr. Crowell wrote me
an interesti ng le tter last mon th in
which he said that he had just returned
fro m England. He said that the London book stores were most interested
in the book. 1 can see ho w the Britishers would like it for they arc great
dog fancien and a lso love poetry.
D ogs have bC'Cn an important part of
my life for many rears. The collecting of poems about dogs commenced
as most hobbies do. After I had collectC'd man)', I commenced looking in
libraries for them and found that there
was no anth o logy o f dog poctr)' to
be found anywhere. This gave me the
idea. so I comme nced a search for
them. I had had previous experience
in doing resea rch for books a n d articles so l knew pntl )' we ll how tO g o
about it. . . .
G ett ing rch:~es on the poc:rns is a
:.tory in itse lf, for it e ntails volum•
in ous corr,·spondcnce with autho rs and
puhlishers throu~houl th t: world. I
h:1vc m,·t many famous :md interesti ng
people whi le gett ing these releases.
My regular business o f ma naging the
d1str ibutor~h ip of The Liquid Carbonic
Corporation for the southwest has me
sidetracked from books for the presen t.
but r l I never be happr doing anythi ng
e lse. I would rather play with books
a nd be a bit hungry than eat lobster
e\'cry day :ind work in the usu:11 business e nterprises. . . .
t.·frs. Blanche Acree Funde rbu rk (di~
plo ma 19 18 ) is making her home in
Sparta. :M ich., where she is employed by
the State Social W elfare Commission at
Grand Rapid s. She is one of 10 area representatives acting as liaison persons between the s tate and 83 counties of Michi_[l:an. s upervisi ng the work o f the county
Bureaus of Social Aid. Mrs. Funclerburk"s
daughter is a sen ior at 11.l ichigan St:ttc·
Co lk-ge. Lansing. and her son is a ph:armacist mate 3-C at the U. S. Nav:tl J-loc;.
pi tal, I.on~ Beach. Cal.

1920-29
M rs. Robert Sa nford (Grace S loan,
dc~rC'e 1920) wri tes th:1t sh e has lived in
Ju neau. Alask a, for the past fi\'c years,
,;;pending her summer month s j n Effing-

ha m, 111. H er h usband is chief o f the
Alaska div ision of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines and travels a ll over the terntor)'.
Her son, Robe rt, will graduate from the
J un eau High School this spring and hopes
to attend the U niversity of Il linois. M rs.
Sanfo rd has served as s ubstitute teacher
in both the g r.ade and high schools at
J uneau and until recen tly was board supervisor for the OPA for five Alaskan
towns.
Joe W a rd (1919·20), who has been a
popular referee of Central Illi nois baskethall games for 30 years, is retiring to his
form near Bellflo we r. H is popula rity
was attributed to his ha.bit of ind icating
cle-arly to both players and the crowd
Just what fou l a player had committNI.
M rs. Gladwin D. Gaumer ( Della
Blanche Rau, diploma 192 1) writes th:lt
her hush:'ln<l q uit teaching after 2 1 years.
that they sold their hou se and belongings,
bought a trailer, and are traveling in the
U n ited States.
Mr. and M rs. Harley M"ilstead of Upper
Montclair, N. J.. were in Bloom ington
recently 10 attend the funeral of M r.
~·lilstead's mothe r. Mrs. M ilstead is the
former Verna Collins (diploma 1922).
Mr. Mi lstead (degree 1923) is :tssociate
professor of s::,eograph)• at the State
T eachers College, Upper Montclair.
Th eodo re Funk. a grad u:1te of the Universit)' High School, is the new president
o f the Chicago Producers Association,
after having served on the association's
managing board for nine years. H is wife
is the fo rmer Elizabeth H o lmes (diploma
1924), d aughter of Manfred J. H o lmes,
emeritus member of the JSNU facult)'. Mr.
and M rs. Funk live in Normal.
M iss Maud J. Seib)' (diploma 1924) has
purchased a home and is living in Beau•
mont, Cal.
M r. and ~frs. H a rry E. Musick arc living temporaril)• in J3loom ington, he lping
settle the estate of a brother.in-law.
When this is completed, the)' p lan to
return to Oak Park. Mr. M usick (d egree 19n) retired from teaching las t year
after 4 I years of service.
M iss Mary Marga ret Quinn (diploma
1925 ) , journal ism instructor at the East
Alton-W ood River Community H igh
School, was o ne of five or six teacheu
o f journalism recent!)' invited from Illin ois high schoo ls to attend the Confe rence on T eacher Education :1t the Un iversit y of Ill inois. P urpose of the meeting
was to work out unit courses in journalism and 12 o ther subjects. to be t.1ught
at the universil)'.
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Lara M. Hardin (degree 1926), science
instructor at the Lincoln High School,
was named president of AlpJ1a Theta field
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa .at a recent
meeting. The central Illinois chapter of

Illinois Mocher

the honorary education fraternity elected
officers at a dinner meeting at the Bloomington YWCA.

Mrs. Harvey :M o\1ullen has been den
mother for a group of Cub Scouts in
Bloomington for the p:tst year and has
found it a new experience to be working
wi th a group of boys. She is the former

Mildred Sutherland (degree 192)). Mr.
j\frMullen was graduated from ISNU in
1926. They J1avc two ch ildren, Bill, nine
and one-half )rears o ld, and Ann, eight

years old.
Charles N . Glover (diploma 1926) is
farm advisor o f Clark County, with his
office at Martinsville. He served as as-

sistant farm advisor in Cook County for a
number of years.
Miss Anna H . Grill (diploma 1927) has
been appointed guest professor of ecclesiastical design for the summer session of
the Mary Manse College, Toledo, Ohio.
Miss Grill is assistant professor of art at
Barat College, lake Forest, JII., and art
instructor for Chicago pa rochial ·schools.
Clarence F. Johnson (degree 1927), for.
merly employment and personnel representative for RCA and NBC, )s now serving as a public lecturer on the subject,
.. Employment in th e Post-War Era." M r.
Johnson lives at Audubon, N. J.
Miss Ruth Henschen (degree 192&) is
teaching foods and nutrition at Cedar
Crest College for W omen, Allentown 1 J>a.
She lives in the home management house
and sha res its responsibilities with the director of the home economics department.
Miss Luella W illiams (degree 1928) is
at Monmouth College, Monmouth, where
she has inaugurated a department of home
economics for the college this year. She
writes that she has found it a pleasure to
plan a curriculum to meet the needs of the
girls in this liberal arts college, where
-statistics show that 90 percent of the
girls who have graduated arc ma rried.
11·fiss Emily Baker (degree 1929) is an
instructor in the department of e lementary
education at State Teachers College, Milwaukee, Wis. She was formerly at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Roy Golden (degree 1929), instructor
in the Petersburg High School, recently
entered his <!cbate team in the sectional
debate tournament at Lincoln. The team
won first place and went to the state contest.
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Mrs. Lucy Clanahan Smith, '96
Nominated by the W ednesday Club
of East St. Louis, 1'-·frs. Lucy CJa.nahan
Smith was selected as the Illinois
mother to represent the state during
April in the national contest for th e
American Mother of 1947. The campaign under the sponsorship of the
Golden Rule Found:ition recently
d osed, and the national winner received a number of awards on Mother·s
Day. Although the Illinois nominee
was not adjudged mother-of-the-year,
1S1 U alumni will be interested in
some of the qualifications which led
to Mrs. Smith's selection.
She is the mother of five sons and
10 grandchildren. Three of the sons
arc doctors; one is a university English teacher, and one, an electrical
engineer. J\.frs. Smith .herself has
headed more than a half dozen different
clubs-the local PTA, DAR, W ednesday Club, missionary society, medical
auxiliary, Excelsior Club, Bible Class
-and served on nu1nerous state committees.
Her husband, the late Dr. Harvey
S. Smith, was graduated from the Universit)' High School in 1894, and their
romance began in Normal. Mrs. Smith
assisted with the organization of a
University alumni club in St. Clair
County and was back on campus for
both the fortieth and fiftieth reunions
of her graduating class from ISNU.

1930-34
Mrs. London Middleton
rete, diploma 1930) writes:
is an attorney. I have an
daughter; and besides being

(Evelyn Bar" My husband
eight-year-old
a homemaker,

I direct two choirs at tJ1e Grace Lutheran
Church here in 1Peoria. I received my B.
S. in Education degree in 1934 at the
University of I llinois. During the war
we lived in Washington, D. C., and M r.
Middleton was a lieutenant in the Navy.
W e ca me back home, to Peoria, just a
year ago; and he reopened his law office,
and I am renewing my interests in music.
.My name at ISNU was Evelyn Barrett,
but I was called Sally by my friends.
Mr. Westhoff, our old music professor,
Mi ll holds a migh ty big 'spot' in mr
heart."
Jn a recent letter to the alu mni office,
M rs. Lloyd Manw iller (Florence Stone,
diploma 1930) says, " I was married Dec.
15, 1945 to lloyd V. Manwiller of Reading, Pa. He .has his M. A. from the University .of ,M ichigan and .is now teaching
science at Lanphier High School in Springfield. I received my :M. A. from Colorado
Srnte College of Education in the summer
of 1946. I am now playing the rOl<' of
housewife-very busy-with our thrcemonth-old da ughter, Judy, born Nov. 25,
1946."
Mr. and Mrs. Orlen Camp Dean live at
Oshkosh. W is., where Mr. Dean is an
instru ctor in the d 1emistr)' Jepart m<'nt at
the State T eachers Colle~e. Mrs. Dean is
the former Catherine Murtaugh (diploma
1932).
r.J),de Hudelson, director of the division
of agriculture ed ucation at ISNU, visited
with Robert McVickar (degree 1932) at
the annual meeting of the Jllino is Voca•
ti onal Association, held at Peoria. M r.
McVickar is Smith-Hughes agricultu re instructor at Momence.
Campbell M iller (degree 1933) has
joined the spo rts staff of the Griese-dieck
Bros. Brewery Co. of St. Louis, Mo. He
i~ an assistant to Harr}' Caray. Mr. 1Mille r,
better known as ..Stretch," coached one
year at Bloomington following his graduation from ISNU and then turned to
radio, broadcasting every type of sport.
He enlisted in the Navy in 1942 and was
d ischarged in 1946 as a lieutenant.
Miss Mabel D. Haugh (diploma 19H)
is no"' teaching at Saginaw, Mich., but
wi ll be an instructor at Rock Island next
year. She has a bachelor's degree from
Augustana College, Rock Island.
Miss Naomi Keller (degree 1933) is
instructor of home arts in the laboratory
school, University of Chicago. She previously served as homemaking tead1er at
the Ziegler Community High School and
in the same capacity at the Blue Island
Community High School. In 1945 she obTHE ALUMNI QUARTERLY
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taincd her master's degree from the University of Chicago.
M rs. D avid Snell ( Mary Alice K im me ll,

degree 1933) has been substituting as
English teacher at Metamora Township
High School for Miss Lelah Allison (degree 1928), who has taken a leave o f
absence due to rhc ill ness of her mother.
M rs. Snell lives at Washington, where she
taught three years ago.
Dr. a nd Mrs. Gregg Christie of Canon
City, Colo., arc the parents of a daughter,
Barb:ua Ellen, born Janua ry 25 . M rs.
Christie is the former Marjor ie Chapman
( 1932-31) .

.Mrs. F. E. Bicrstadt (Mary Ferro, degree 1934) joined her husband, a lieutenant-colonel, in Ko rea i n September. She
writes: .. We have a seven-room converted
Jap house, equipped with Korean forni•
turc and Jap electrical appliances which
arc frequently out of order. But we
manage to get along. We have lived in
this house for over two months but ·still
haven't any running water. I'm back at
work with the Department of Ed ucation.
Dr. Eversu ll from North Dakota is chief
of colleges. and I am supervisor o f busi• ·
ness education for the country. They really
need books badly, and I had to rush away,
so had none ship1>e<I. I've written for
some but doubt th:u they'll come soon."

1935
'Miss Ruth KnuppeJ (degree 1935) is at•
tending schoo l :u Grant Hospital in Chicago. where she is taking the course in
mtdical record libra ry science. She re•
ccived the first scholarship from the National Foundation for Infan tile Paralysis
p rogram.
Mr. and Mrs. Jo hn Whit.e of Normal
are the parents of a son born May 12 in
Bloomington. Mr. White received his
degree from ISNU in 1935.
~fr. and Mrs. Dale Ryan are living in
Loda. Mr. Ryan, an officer in the Naval
Reserve for three years, was discharged a
year ago and is now employed as a civil•
ian instructor at Chinute Field. ~,frs. Ryan
i!. the former F rances Bloomstrand (dip loma 1935).
Clarence Cohcrnour (diploma 1935)
has resigned his position as principal of
the Onarga _grade school and plans 10
re.enter ISNU in J une. He has been at
Ona;rga three years.
Miss Marie Colin (diploma 1935) is
first and second grade instructor at the
Eugene Field Sch ool, Pana, and also
teaches music in the first four grades. She
formerly was principal of the school for
MAY,
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four years but resigned this position be•
cause of illness.
Rumll O . Kirkham (1933-35) is attending the University of Illinois and w ill
receive a bachelor's degree from that
school in June. He then plans to resu me
his teaching position a t Ch atsworth. In
1944 he resigned as principal of the Ch,1ts•
worth grade school 10 enter the Navy but
was discharged from the Navy in 1946.
Mrs. Evelyn lemons Eberlein (diploma
1935) , who lives at Dearborn, Mich.,
w rites: " After l gave up teaching, I p layed
a H ammond elect ric organ for five years.
Then my third and g reatest career ber,an
- that of being wife and mother. I have
a cha rming <laughter eight an d o ne-half
months old (Lani), which answers the
query, 'What have I been doing late ly ?' I
~d so .have sevcr:ll piano pupi ls, so I ha;vc
a; very busy and enjoyable life:·
Ra lph E. Lo va ll (diploma 1935), who
entered the Army in 1942, was discharged
last fo ll as a first lieutenant in the Signal
Corps and now is a rad io engineer for the
Nationa l Broadcasting Company, New
York.
Kendrick William Martin (degree
1935) livts at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla .. and
teaches at Pompano Hi~h School. .Pom.
pano. Fla.
}\.fr, and M rs. '.fhomas D unaway arc
making their home in Bloomington at
present but expect to buy a home in May.
wood. T he)' have a daughter, Sherry
Lynn, born Sept. 9, 1946. Mrs. D unaway
is the former Do ro chy Louise Meyers
( degree 193 5) .
Harry G. Prescott (degree 1935) is
physics and chemistrr instructor in the
Pittsbu rgh, Pa., H igh Schools. H e does
gradua te work at t he University of P itts•
burgh a nd lives at Slipper)' Rock, Pa.,
where his wife is professor of language at
the State Teachers College.
Raymond Joh n Sampen (degree 1935)
owns an d operates a hardware store in
El Paso. D uring the war he was a civilian
instructor for the Army at Chanu te Field
:ind Yale University, ceaching ai rplan<mcch3nics.
Mr. and M rs. Wilbur C. Tracy live on
a farm near P rincevil le. Mrs. Tracy
( Dorothy Mo nroe, degree 1935) writes
that she is a busy homemaker, active in
4•H work, H ome Bu reau, Eastern Star, and
church work, as well as being county
nutrition chairman for Stark County.
Ja mes W . Va n Winkle (degree 1935),
in a recent letter to the Bu reau of Ap•
p oi n1men ts, says, "By way of several stops
and starts I am at the present time located

at the Montana State College, Bozeman,
,Mont., where J have the title of assistant
professor of economics. Perhaps you will
recall that J e xpressed a desire at some
future time to be teaching in p leasant sur•
roundings and among interest ing people.
I am happy to report that the ambition
has been fulfilled. We are located in a
beautiful valley, and the prospects and the
future of the school seem bright. Since
last writing you, J have acq uired a wife
and in due course after that acquisition,
a daughter."

1936
Miss Do ro thy Anne Carr (1934-36) of
Sterling, Colo., w rites : ··10 the last four
years l have had some interesting experiences. After a brief but thorough course
in electrical and radio fundamen tals and
A rmy teaching methods, l was an instructor at an Army .Air Force technical
school in Madison, Wis. In October 1944
I enlisted in the Waves and was trained
near Lakehurst, N . J., to be an aerog.
rapher's mate. I was pcrmanentl}' stationed
a t the Alameda, Cal., Naval Air Station
across the ba}' from San Fr:i.ncisco. My
final rate was aero~raphcr's. mate 2.c.
When I was dischar$ted last J u l)', I came
to visit relatives fo Colora<lo and decided
10 teach here for a year. I pbn to return
to California in June 10 go to the Uni.
\'ersity of California at Los Angeles. I
shall p robab ly get my degree in education,
but I am interested in taking sorne work
in meteorology.'' Miss Carr teaches eighth
grade arithmetic at the Sterling Juni or
H igh Scliool.
Harry L. R hodes (degree 1936) is an
iostructor at the Escola Tecnica de Aviacao
(Technical Aviation School), Sao Pau lo,
Brazil. He says, 'The enrollment of the
school was up over 2,000; now it is about
1,400. About six months ago, the Ameri(an instructor personnel was over 300;
:md at the present time it is about 200.
\V/e are no w training Brazilian instructors
to rep lace the Americans. All instruction
is presented in tPortuguese. Before a stu•
dent can enter a specialty course, such as
sheet metal, we ld ing, radio, instruments,
propellers. ·aircraft, etc., he is required to
complet<· a basic course. Herc is where I
enter the picture-I am chief o f the basil.'.
department. T he basic course is o f a
duration of 390 hours over a period of
78 instructional days. Twcnty•six new students e nter basic every seventh day of instruction. T hus the basic enrollment is
about 338 students. Each new group that
enters is divided into two classes. As of
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:March 1, I have 20 North American in•
structors and 16 Brazilian sergeant instructors. . . . · Next No.,ember I will
have completed three years here in Brazil
,ind will return to the United States fer
a . two-month vacation.''
M r. and Mrs. John Bauisce of Bloomington arc the parents of a daughter born
March 22. Mrs. Battiste is the former
Wilmith E. Satterlee (degree 1936). Mr.
Battiste is a junior at ISNU.
Mrs. Mildred Thompson Ingram (degree 1936) will assume the duties of
supe1 visor of elementary education in the
Danville city schools next September. She
h3S done speci:ll work in supervision and
has taught in the D:rnvillc H :gh School as
well as in three elementary schoo ls in
D anville.
Warren Pu,nam (degree 1936) has resigned his position as agriculture instructor at the W enona Community High
School to enter the insurance field. He
will be associated with R. C. Addicks and
Associates of Ottawa and will be the
agent in that area for health insurance
sponsored by the Stre:uor Times._Press.
M r. Putnam opened the agriculture department in the W enona High School in 1938
and was espt-cially interested in the Fururc
Farmers of Am<'rica or,c::anization.

At a recent meeting of the I llinois
Vocatio nal Association in Peoria, Clyde
H udelson, head of the department o f agriculture, met the following ISNU alumni:
Glen Diamond (1937), Smith-Hughes
agriculture teacher at the Carbondale

H;gh School; John o;amond (193)-37),
farm advisor for Ptoria County; Paul

at the H errin T o wnship High School and
in addition serves as a zoolog)' instructor
for the Universi ty of Illinois. H e is chairman of judging for the Illinois State Junior Academy of Science the next t wo years.

1939
Al Hi4ronymus (degree 19}9) is an educational psychology instructor at the State
University of Iowa, Iowa City. He plans
to complete work for his doctor's degree
this ye:1r.
M rs. J ames A. Glover (Pauline House,
degree 1939) teaches commercial subjects
at the Mt. Ayr, Ind., High School. She
:1nd her husband live in a traill:-r whi le
,Mr. Glover is :"lttending school at i.Pu rdue.
Next fo ll he will transfer to t he State
School of Mines in Butte, }.font.
Mrs. l-fow:1rd Rolf ( Mabel Krus.a, degree
L939) writes that following her resignation as DeWitt Count}' home advisor, she
went to Car rol lton, Mo., where her husband is working as production manager
for the Missouri 1Pfister Growers, lnc.

Liehr (1932-34, 1936-37) , industrial ans
instructor at the Thornton Township High
School ; Robert Liehr (degree 1937),
Smith Hughes agricultu re teacher at Blue
.Mound; Robert Maurer ( degree 193 7),
Smith-Hughes agriculture instructor at
Fairbur)'; Robert Walker (degree 1937) 1
Smith- Hughes :1griculture teacher at Chenoa. Mrs. Robert Liehr is the former
Georg;a Longbrake (degree 1940); Mrs.
Maurer is the fo rmer Verda Arlene St-ah ly
(degree 1938), and :M rs . Walker was
formerly Kathryn Kendall (degree 1936).
Mr. 1M aurer and ifr. Walker participated
in :1 panel discussion :11 the meeting.
Mrs. Merrill B. Edmunds ( Kathryn
Marie Hayes, degree 1937) is teaching
home economics at the Polson, Mont..
Frank C. Lead, (1934, 1939) ;s the new
High School. She writes that she and
:1thletic director of Clinton Communi ty
her husband enjoy Montana and feel sorr)'
High School. He has been in charge of
for their Illi nois rcl:1tivcs and friends with
football in the hij:h school but next year
a ll the bad wc:1ther.
will also direct baskc-1ball :1nd have an
M rs. Ktnneth \V/crnimont (Eleanor assii.tant director of athlet ics to serve
Schiltz, diploma 1937) lives in Bogata,
under him. Mr. Leach formerly coached
Colombi:1. She spc·nt several years in
basketball at Gridley, Mackin:1w, and FairM r. and Mrs. \"QilJiam D onald Brickey
Brazil and did some teaching in Rio de
bury and served as an athletic specia list
of Norma l arc the parents of a son, born Jancrio.
in the Navy.
Ma rch 24. i\fr. Brickey received his deMrs. C. M. l·fallam ( Martha Wil.~y, di- · Mr. and Mrs. J:1mes E. Arms,rong,
gree from ISNU in 1937.
ploma 1937) has her home in Galesburg.
Nonn:11, :1re the p:1rents of :1 son born
Ivan K. Garrison (1935•37) is :ln :issistShe writes th:1t she keeps up on Normal
Much 19. Mr. and ,Mrs. Armstrong both
anl in psychology at Il linois College, J acknews by re:iding the Alumni Quarterly.
reccive<l their deg rees from IS1 U in 1939.
sonville, where he teach es beginning
She is the former Myrtle Louii.c McGuire.
classes in psychology and assists with the
M r. and Mrs. James A. Mc Donough o f
college testing service. Mr. Garriso n
John G. Cheeks (degree 1938) J,as
Glen Cove, N . Y., are the parents of a
taught for severa l years in Greene Count)'
opened a new funeral home in Decatur.
daughter, Vivian Karen, born March 12.
rural scl,oo ls and at the White Hall Junior
After graduation from the Worsham Col•
Mr. :McDonough w:is graduated from
High School. During the war, he was :ln
legc o( M ortuary Science in Chicago, he
ISNU in 1939_
in structor of aerial photo interpret:ttion
served an :1pprenticcship in the funeral
M iss Rud, Ellen Cole (degree 1939) is
and map read ing for the Arm)'.
home of an uncle in Peoria. He is licensed
fourth and fifth grade instructor in Royal
Mr. and Mrs. James H olle)• live in
by the st:1te as b o th an emb:1lmcr and a
Oak, Mich., and lives in Highland Park,
Sco tia, N. Y ., just across the i\fohawk
funernl director.
Mich. She writes 1h:1t 11linois still looks
River from Schenectady, where J\fr. Holley
Oonald Ho lle)' (degree 1938), speech
~nod lo her.
(de.c::ree 1937) is a con sultant engin eer
teachc-r in the Genesco Hi~h School, is the
for the industrial division of the Natinn:11
.M rs. Lyle· Liven1:ood ( Lo is Piau, dea u1hor of :l s1,cech text which has been
General Electric Office. M rs. tfolley ii;:
gree· 1939) of Milledgeville is lcad in_c: two
accepted for publicMion by :-. Nc·w York
the former Vera Heaton (d<:gr(>e 1937) .
4- H clubs :1nd is secretary of the e xccutiYC:
firm. The text, fca1urin,c:: material o n exThey have· th re(> children- B:1rb:1ra, S1choard of lhl· Horne Bu rc:1u. She finds this
tempornneous speaking for high schools.
phcn. and Rickey. Their home is in resort
a
wonderful opportunil)' for meeting wois expected 10 be off the press in the fall.
country.
men from all pans of the state.
James 0. I rwin (dc!l:rec 1938) is :10
M rs. Rand:1II H . N d dner (Margaret
instructor at the loo~ lsbnd A_gricuhurc
Miss Manha Pichon (degree 1939) has
Patty, diploma 1937) is to teach in the ·and Technical Institute, Farmingd:i.lc,
been d ischarge<I from the WAC and is
Galesburg elementary schoo ls next year.
New York.
working as assistant manager in the c·mShe h:1s been at the Farmin.'!tOn junior
Robert Lynn Smith (def'ree 1938)
ployees' cafeteria o f the Northern Trust
high school since 1943.
te:i.ches biolog)' and co:1ches cross country
Company in Chic:1go.
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Mr. and ,M rs. Alexander God,u live in
t c:wcnworth, Kan:)., where ~fr. Gudat

(Jq;rc--c· 1939) is with the Vt:teran:-.' Admin istration, instructing in thl' rchabilita•
tion pro~rnm at the ho~pit:11 in \Xl:1Js.

wonh. Kan:-. !\(rs. God.It i::i the formn
Elfrieda I-leer (dcgrl'l' 19:;o). Tlll:y ,h,1vc

a rcd-lu.:,h.lcd ::,on, Ron:lld, born la'>t Jul)' t.

1940
M rs. O1,al Bloome Leritz (1 929-30. 1937
-.:10) is teaching the fifth grnde this scnwster at the Rantoul elementary school.
She has haJ 16 years of tc-aching experience in lllinois sch ools.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris of Bloomintton are the parents of a <laughter,
Marilyn Lee, born March 18. She is their
third daughter. Mrs. Morris is the former
Jane Anne Ketterson (degree 1940).
Miss l;rnnces Liehr (dc:-:ree 19-10) is assi~t:tnr dietitian in the Frederick, Md.,
hospital. "' Fredc·rick is a quaint old town
of 20.000," she writes. "m.id e well~known
hy \Xf hitticr's poem, 'Barbara Fritchie.' It
is also the home of Francis Scott Key and
J uJ!!c Tam:y of the Dred Scott Decisioni~ 4'\ miles from \'l:' ,1shin~wn, D.C.. :rnd
·17 from , B,dtimorc."
In :.1 recent is~ut: of Life ~Llg,11inc,
\X'illard Un sicker (dcpcc l9 i0) i~ ~ho" n
h.lnJ-:inJ-: out the w:1sh .it a ,,t•tcrnns' Ir.tiler
r,11np at the.· St.ltt· University of l ow:1,
l ,,w.1 Cit}'. Ht' is :1 former N.iV)' officc: r.
:rnJ hi:i wife wa s a \X'avc" who ,,orkc<l for
h im. H e tc.iches gener:tl science and bi1,logy in the University High School at
the St·ttc Universit)• of Iowa.
John H. Cumm ins (de>,;ree L940) writes:
" 1 have been :tttcnding the University of
Denver since M:1rch 19-f6 and hope to
receive Ill)' Master of Music Education
deJ-:ree this summer. 1 did some supply
teaching i•1 the Denver Public Schooh
hul on Januarr 15 accepte<l a ptisition at
Aurora. Colo. I am teaching all the music,
both instrumcnrnl an d vocal, in the grade
srh(.lol .ind hi,.i!:h schoo l. Aurora is a suburb (,)f Denver, so I am able to continue
ran of my wor k at the unive:-sity.'' M rs.
Cummins is the former Alice Faye Bcnncn
(dc~rec 1911).
Mrs. Marion Downin!! Kdur (diploma
19,10) write~ 1ha1 s he, her husband, and
their two-ye:tr-old <laughter arc livi11i.; in
l--l cn,chcr.
M rs. Li ll ie Sue Goble W :dtt'rs ( 1938-40)
is ;t .houscwift' on a farm near W eldon.
She says: " We have th ree sons, five, thrt.:..e,
;.:nd one· years o ld. Our farm has 440 acres.
:ind we also have a hay baler, a Corn
shel le r, and a t ruck. 1 have learned to
MAY,
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drive the tractor and truck, so
Jon't
have much sp.irc time."
Luke Gleason ("lcgrcc 1910) has resil,:ntd his po..,ition as coach and athletic
,liru-1or .1t the Fairbury Town,hip High
Schu~tl. I k h;1s IKcn :H F:iirburr for four
yc.n, .md tau,!-:ht bt'fore that at \Xlcklon.
1-k will corKh next foll at C1thcdrnl
Hi~h School, Springfield. ,M rs. Gleason
is the form<:r EleJ.nor Lou ise Kraft (de-

C1pt. 13race larnharn (1940-41) is sta#
tione<l at the Furth Air Base near Nur•
cmburg, Germany, and was rect:ntly joined
by his wife.
,Mr. and M rs. Chelsc,1 'R. M:trx moved
lo J\t u nticdlo following ti.fr. Ma rx·s disrh:1rsc from th e A rmy :tnd have purch:1scJ
a home there. Mr. 1'.farx is shop nrnnager
at Wt:st's Pontiac Garage. li-frs. Marx is

~ree 1910).
Harlan S. Hosler (degree 1940) is cmplO)'Cc'd by tht: Bel l Aircraft Co,por:uion.
13uff,ilo. N. Y., :1s helicopter test pi lnt
and fli~ht instructor. Mr. and .M rs. Hosle r
and their two chil<lrcn live at Williamsville, N. Y.
\'\fallace Edward .M cintyre (degree
1940) is attending Clark Uni\"ersity, W or•
cester, Mass. He expeets tc-, receive his
m,1stcr's degrte in Ausust.
Mrs. \Villiam A. Kneedler ( lrtne Macke,
degree 1940) recently resigned her po,;ition as primary supervisor in the Belleville grade school,; ; ,;he and h<:r husband
now live in Denver, Colo. Or. Kneedler
spent 39 months overseas as the division
dent:d :-urµcon of the fifth l nf:-ntry
Division.
Mt.r1ha L. Horse (degree 19•10) has
h1.·cn employed recent!}' by the YMCA of
Chicago. She is making her home in the
cit)r.
Dorothy lJplwff (de~rec 19i0) is .1
stu<lent ,,t Columbia University, working
on her nuster's dtj! ree. She also j,;; te:tchin~ intensive secretarial practice at the
13:dl.ud School, YWCA Busint'SS School.
M r. and Mrs. Elmer L. Scott of Sterlin~
arc the parents of a son, Thomas Lee,
born January 5. Mrs. Scott w.ts formerly
Pauline Van Racmdonk (degree 1940).
Miss Charlotte \Vilcox (degree 19"10) ,
hc:dth ed ucation dirt.:Clor of the Mclean
County Health Dcpa rt111ent. has been ap•
pointed Red Cross nutrition ch.iirman for
tlw county. She will serve without salary.

They have one son, Ronnie, who is nvo
years old.
Coached b y Mrs. Doris B rown Koch

1941
John Maxwe ll Davis (deptl' 194 l) is
employed by the R ;l}'0n T echni cal Division
of E. 1. Dupont Co. :tt the Dupo nt Experimental Station, \Vil minf!ton, Del. H e
is to receive his doctor's dt:J-:r<:e in chemistry from Purdue University, L1fayetk,
Intl., in June. During the war he worked
secrc:t war n.:scarch at Purdue
Univer,ity.
Mr. ,1ml Mrs. Merle Edmunds of Bloom•
ington are the parents of a son born M:trch
22. M r. Edmunds :tttended 1SNU from

1939 lo 1941.

the former Lois Goedde (degree 1941).

(degree 1941). the Morton High School
dt.bate te.im won second place at the
sectional con test at Lincoln. This rating
made them eligible to go to the state
contest.
Mr. and Mrs. \Villiam W hitehouse of
Hoopeston are the parents of a son,
William Waltt'r 11, born D ecember 2 in
Danville. Mr. and Mrs. Wh itehouse both
were graduated from (SNU in 1941. M rs.
Whitehouse is the former Dorothy E lfaa.
beth McFadden. Tht:}' have one daughter,
Kar. who is three years old.
l\·li ss Edith Ha r mon (degree 19:fl) lives
at Cincinnati. Ohio. and works in the control tower at Lunken Airport.
Mis~ Ci Il ia Ko rish (dcgn·e 19-11), who
is employed in office work in Sprin£field.
recently pl:tyed the role of Elizab eth, the
housekeeper, in thl' mystery, " Angel
Street," when it w:1s presentl'd in Sprinffield bl' the T heater Gujld.
:M r. and Mrs. H arry Young of Downs
arc the paren ts of a son, Miles Eclwa rd,
born Februa r)' 5. Mrs. Young is the

former Adele Luker (degree 194 1).
'M rs. Everett May (Emma J ean Reed,
d iploma 194 1) writes: " [ w :Ls graduated
from the two-)1ea r kiti.dergarten•primary
course in 194 1, taught three )'ears in
Will Co unt)', and then mar ried the Air
Corps staff se rgeant I had met via Chanute Field and a half-bl ind date wllile J
was still a student at ISNU in 1941. 'Rev.
1. S. Corn, Methodist minister in Normal.
married us three years :tgo April 29
(flowers b )' Fisher's) . A weekend at the
Tilden H all and two weeks in one of
Miami Beach's swank resort hotels-courtesy of AAF (prese nt to returnl'<I
~lembers o f that orga nization)- made up
o ur honeymoon. A iransfer to Patterson
field. Ohio, gave us another two weeks
in Dayton and another transfer landed us
in San Francisco and the Oak land ~fun icipa l Airport. I taught in two nursery
-.chools as instructor of tl1e two-year-o ld
children's group. Also I tried my h:tnd at
clerking in .i g rocery chain store. A dis-
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charge from the Air Forces rel,eased us,

and we travelled by auto to Mississippimy husband's home state. Our first
daughter was born in September 1945, and
in November 19•16 we had returned to the
\Xlest Coast, where we lived for several months, then retu rned by auto again
to Dixie. Our second daughter was born
in August 1946.
. At the present time
we plan to return to the West, where ?-.fr.
May p lans to study geology and geography

- in EIPaso, perhaps- under the disabled
veterans' plan. At an)' rate, we will continue our travels,"

Miss Helen Norvell (degree 1941) h:1s
signed a con tract to teach in Springfield
next year. She has been assistant county
superintendent of schools in ,1'-fo ntgo mcry
Cou nty for the past 1wo years.
1·f iss Loraine Norvell (degree 1941) is
one of three Springfield teachers selected
to te;'tch in England next year on an exchange plan. She will teach in a town in
the southern part of England.
M rs. E. H. Cb.rk ( D oris Park, diploma
1941) is to teach the fourth :rnd fifth
grndes at the Tolono grade school next
year. This year she has been second grade
inst ructor at the Rochester Consolidated
School.
~fr. :rnd .Mrs. Arthur Zwicker are living
in Moline with their two daughters, Ellen
Sue, born July 30, 1946, and tfary Margaret. who is three years old. Mrs. Zwicker
( Margaret Kochler, de~rcc 1941) writes:
".My husband and I h:we recently purchase«.! this one-acre::· place near Moline.
R:1i sing :t fami ly as well as fruit. berries,
and a ~ardcn will indeed keep me b usy. .
My husband was discharged from the
Army in the fall of 194). At present he is
cmplo)•cd at the Minneapolis-Moline P low
Implement Co., Moline."

1942
Miss Nona F. Bair (degree 19'12) :1t•
tended the annu..il meeting o f the Amcric;1n Associ:iti on for Health, Ph~•~ical E<lucation, and Recreation at Seattle, Wash.,
in April. She is dean of women and girl's
heahh and physical educatio n instructor
at the Southe rn State Normal School,
Spri111,:ficld. S. Dak.
Edd ie H . Antons (degree 19'12), now
elementar)' supcrintc:ndent at LeRoy, is to
be princi pal of the Galesburg Junior High
School next year.
Miss Emma I rene Bookwalter ( diploma
1942) will teach a primary grade in the
Rockford school system next yea r. She· is
now second grade i nstructor at the Daniel
School in Danville.

Mary Belle Skbcrmann (l92.S--26, 1928) to Gregg D . Fuller. At home Terre
H aute. Ind .
George Potte r ( 1937-38) to Lucille Kamm. At home: Pontiac.
Do rothy Romcrsbergei- (degree 1938) to Robert H. Gledhil l. At home .Rock
Island.
l..eon Burler (1937·39) to Charlotte Wilso n. At home New Orleans, l.:t.
Loi s Hazzard (degree 1939) to Donald Hobart. At home Egan.
Edna Huff (degree 1939) to John M. Bernat. At h ome Chicago.
Rosa lie Boundy (diploma 1939) to William Kei th. At home D ecat ur.
Jan e Stubblefield (degree 1939) to Delmar H uppert. At home Cropsey.
Thomas E. H olloway ( 1939-40) to Betty L. Nolen. At horne Collinsville.
Ma rgery Baker ( 1939-41) to Harold Weyeneth. At home Peoria.
\~ illiam H. Hung.erford (1939-'11 ) to Mary Fa rley. At home 1.oda.
Mary Marquardt (1939-41) to J ack E. Ma rshall . Al home Biloxi, Miss.
Frances N eeson (degree 1941) to William Bro wnfie ld. At home Bloomington.
Bernice Ohman (summers 1930-4 1) to E<lgar K. Rutherford . At home Modesto.
H arriec Viqdnia Rowland (degree 194 1) to Charles B. Knud son. At home
'Ransom.
Elaine Darcolo (19•-fl-'12) to Bernard Slapinski. At home Minonk.
Helen Ca rey (degree 1942) to Leo Dunn. At home Streator.
Marma Elinor Greene ( 1940-42, 1946) to C. Eldon K oonce. At home Illiopolis.
Marie E. Smith (194 1-42 ) to Eugene H. K rahenbuhl. At horn<.- Rockford.
Evelyn \'<lest (1 941-42) to Lyndell R . •Mcfadd en. At home Villa Grove.

M r. ;111J Mrs. Uuford D,lniels live in
East Peoria, and M r. Daniels is employed
by a wholesale hardware compan)' in
Peoria. M rs. Daniels ( Mary Porcer, degree
19'12) is doing substitute teaching in both
gr:lde and high schools in East .Peori:t.
M r~ and ~frs. Gannon D. MacDou£:d l
:ire living in D enver, Colo.. with their
e ight-month-old son. Mrs. MacDougal l is
the former Christine Benjamin (degree
t942) . She taught in the Antioch grade
school prior to her marriage.
Tho mas W. Darnall (degree 1942) lives
in St. Lo uis, Mo., where he is attending
the Saint Louis University school of
med icin e.
Charles O. Gerf,-:n (degree 1942) is at tending the Uli: ivcrsity of Missou ri, working tow:ud a master's degree in chemi:;try.
?l.·f iss Elta Mac Mast (degree 19'12) has
bt'en appoin1ed b) Superintendent Vernon
L. Nickell and D r. Roland R. Cross to
serve as liaison officer between the H ealth
and iPhysical Education Division of th-:
Office of the Superintendent of Public
I nstruction and the D ivision of Public
H ealth falucation of the De partment of
Public Hea lth. M iss :M ast, who has been
a school health advisor for the Department of Public H eallh, has been active in
assisting in the promotion of health education workshops for teachers.
M r. and Mrs. D onald W. Reeves of
Rockfo rd are the parents of a girl, C)•nda
1

L)'nn. born March IL !\fr. Reeves was
paduated from JSN U in 1942. while M rs.
Reeves ( Bc\'e rl)• Burnett,) received her
diploma in 1941.
Charles Tho mas (dcpce 1942) is a
civili:tn instructor of meteorology a1
Ch:tnuk Field. Mr. :tnd Mrs. T.hom,ts
~1nd their two daughters live in Champ:tign. M rs. Tho mas is the former Ph)•llis
Bu rnett (degree 19-14) .
Mr. and ,M rs. 'Ray Koets of Chicago
arc the parents of a daughtc:r. Lila R,H.·.
born ~farch 9. M rs. Koets is the former
Lois F.lizabech \\'lhitaker ( degree 1942).

1943
Keith E. Davis (degree 1943) recent!);
completed work on ;1 master·s degree al
the State University of Iowa, Iowa City,
and has accepted an instructorshi p at the
University of Mi ssouri, Columbi:t, ,Mo.
Mr. ancl Mrs. Ellsworth Dono,·an have
recently moved to Arli ngton, Va. Mr.
Donovan wo1s graduated from JSNU in
1943. while M rs. Donovan (Dorothy
Brash) received her degree in 1941.
Miss Marr K. Herrmann (degree 1913)
is a new member of the instructional staff
of the Un iversit)' o f Illinois Gal esburg
Di vision. She teaches accounting.
,Mr. and M rs. Richard Blomgren arc
making their home in Lincoln, Neb., and
Mrs. Blomgren ( Althea Nash, diploma
1943) p lans to teach there.
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Miss Marjorie H. Smith (degree 1943)
is attending the school of social work,
Indiana Un iversity, I ndianapoli s. She plans
to have her master's degree next yc.u and
writes that it takes two years to set a
master's dcpcc in SOC'ial work. She hopes
to do medical or school social work.
Mr. and l\frs. S. Eugene \.'v'ecd of Chirngo recently became the parents of a

second son, Theodore Eric. Mr. Weed
(degree 1943) does industrial chemical
research at 1hc Armour Research Foundatio n. Mrs. Weed js the former Dolores
Anona Crichton (degree 1942).

1944
Mr. and Mrs. LaVernc 'R. Buchhahn of
Elgin ue the parents of a son, Wa rren
Lee, born March I 2. ?,.f rs. Buchhahn is
the former Janet Lee Frederickson (degree 1944).
Miss Lois Froelich (degree 1944) is
doing graduate work at the Iowa State
College this )'Car, where she supervises
one of the J,ome management houses. At
present her chief concern ls the new baby
in the house- Jonnie, :\n eight-mon th-old
rc·d hea<I with big blue e)'CS.
Mr. ;1nd Mrs. Robe rt Johnson li ve in
Evanslon. and Mr. Johnson is a1tendin1;
Northwestern. M rs. Johnson ( Helen
_Johnson, <.k·.i:::n~c 194-f) is workin~ at the
l·h1spital Supply Corporntion. dcalin~ with
1>lasma. bloo<I, ,rnd solution preparations
as well :1s administration equipment.
Mrs. Margaret Thatd~r \X'arne (dc·gree
19·-H) writes th ,u following her husband's
disch.irge from service. they arc living in
a trailer at Stockton. Cd., where she is
1eachinf! second f!radc and M r. Warne is
attemlin,:: The Colle~c o f the Pacific. ,Mrs.
\X'une joined her husb,111d while he was
st.ttioned in Haw:'lii and New Caledonia
.rnd tau,i::ht first grade for a )'Car in Hawaii.

1945
!\fr. ;rnd M rs. \X'arren Policy of
W,1ynesville :tr<' th<.· parents of a daushter
born April 1'1. She is their second
<.bu,c:hter. Mr. Po lley was. graduated from
ISNU in 1945, while Mrs. Polley (Ma ry
Ed na Sorrenson) received her <legrec in
19-13.
Mr. :ind Mrs. C. I.. White :tre making
their home :It falw.1rdsville, where Mrs.
\\'./hitc· is re:tding and music s upervis.o r of
Madison County. She is the former Mrs.
Erma L. Barnes (desree 1945). They
were ma rried October 19 of last year in
Champaign, where .Mr. White is an
accountant.
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V.iniua J=• .Elledge (degree 1943) to Vane J. Olinger. At home San Diego, Cal.
Genevieve Suhomske (degree 1943) to Max L Enders. At home Garvey, Cal.
Loraine Doris Thompson (diploma 1943) to David Keltner. Al home S,rn
Diego, Cal.
Kathryn Beard (degree 1944) 10 John Paul Floyd. At home Miami, Fla.
Ruth Du~g er (degree 1944) to J oseph Hubl)'. At home Fairbury.
Amber M. Grauer (degree 1944) 10 A . B. Steinmetz. At home Chicago.
P c{!:gy Marshall (degree 1945) to J ohn Thomas Keim. At home Shelbyville.
Jean Robinson (1943•45) to Harold Klein. At home H enr)'·
D onna Gail Taylor (1944-45) to Richard W. Baker. At home Clinton.
Lo is l ucill~ Zancow {1 9'12-45) to H oward Hibbs. At home Tempe, Ariz.
Martha Ann Luke ( 1944-46) to Edwin P. Carr (1945-46) . At home Danville.
Rose Theresa Flanagan (1945-46) to George H. Thomas, Jr. At home Fairbury.
Elsie L. Viehland (1946) to Victor A. Fuchs.. At home Farmersville.
Marie Yvonne Burkhart (1945-47) to Robert D o nald Wilkinson. At home
Normal.
floyd Denier (1942-43, 1946-47) to Ethel Gilbert. At home Normal.
Colleen Ann Koch (degree 1946) to Vance M . H amann (1940-43, 194)-47). At
home Bloomington.
Delores Proud (1946) to Ralph Aukland. At home W enona.
\X'ehon Stech (1941-43, 1946-47) ro Emil)' McAlpin. At home Normal.
• R. H. H amilton (1942-43, 1946-47) to Cleo R. Peasley. At home Normal.
Norma TI1ompson (1946-47) to Dwight Watkins, Jr. At home Chanute Field.

Miss Marjo rie Reeves (degree 1945) is

to be the director of th e arts a!td crafts
shop at G eor~c William Collcse Camp,
Like Geneva, \X' is., this summer. She is
music supervisor at Ottawa. wi1h six ,srnde
schools, 1,700 students. and 5,1 teachers
to visit e,•er)' week. She reports that thi s
doesn't give her much free time but she
likes it.
Mrs. Ann Shortal (1927-28, 19,j5) has
retired ,lfter s.ervi n,g 30 years ;1s a school
teacher. All of these )'Cars were spent in
Jersey County schools, the last five at
Grnfton.
Since her retirement, Mrs.
Shortal h:1s mo,•ed 10 St. Louis to live
with her son Robert.

1946
~frs. Robert Taylor (LaVcrda Sparks,
<le~rce 1946 ) is teaching home economics
and physica l education in the T o w:mda
High School.
Mr. and 1'frs. \X'arren La8ounty of
Bloomingto n are the parents uf a daubhtcr
born April 2). Mr. L:1Bount)', who atll·ncled JSNU from 1939 IO 1942 and
returned in 19-15, expects 10 receive his
dc,;ree this. year. Mrs. LaBounl)' (V irginia Olson ) is a senior.
l\,fi.ss Jewel Bailey (d ept:c 19'16) vf
Charleston has accepted a vorn1ional position at Morocco, Incl. It is an I I-month
job, and she s tarts supervising 4-H work
June 9. Since she will be near Purdtic

University, she hopes to attend some
classes there.

1947

The following candidates. for degrees
this )'C<lr have already accepted !(•aching
positions for the 1947-48 school )'Car:
Miss Elaine Anderson will teach home
('.Conomics at the Paxton Community High
School. Miss Cuol Bean is to be the n ew
English and Sp,mish instructor at the Arispie-India ntown Township High School.
Tiskilwa. Miss Mar)' Bell will have char1,:c
of girls' ph)•sirnl ed ucation at the Monticello T ownship H igh School. William
Benedict will direct music at the He)' WOrth
Communit)' H i,c:h School. Miss Henric11a
Carlson is 10 be the Smith-Hughes home
economics instructor at the Washburn
Hij.::h Schoo l. Mis.s V ivian King has. been
t·mplo)•ed by the Sullivan Townsh ip Hi,a..:h
School as s.hor1hand and l)•pinf! teacher.
Miss Lo renc Maxwell will have charge of
music in both the grade school :rnd high
s.chool at Melvin. Paul Raine)', recently
employed b)' th<: Warrensburg ,::rndc
:.chool, is to be the school principal. Miss
Virµinia Rubino will teach biology :ind
mathematics :it the Genesco Townsh ip
High School. Miss Evelyn Sondgeroth
is ro be the new homemaking teacher at
the Earlville Towns.hip High School.
Howard E. Feldmann has been granted an
assistantship in bacteriology at Purdue
Universi l)' for the next two years.
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The Editor's Page
University yearbooks, students newspapers, alumni magazines are on display in high school libraries. News stories
in the press tell about activities of local students on the
iSNU campus, so that their friends in hi,r:h school will know
what's going on at Nonnal.

l3ut where do the alumni come in?
One of the most important tests of any college is the
way in which alumni respand when queried about thei r
alma mater, the manner in which former students single
out prospective students, the number of freshmen on campus
in the fall who enrolled because so-and-so said it was the
school for them. It may be a friend , it may be a teacher,
it may _be a brother1 a distant cousin, or mother. The biggest
single influence wluch sends freshmen to Normal, according
to University admission blanks, is the personal one exerted
by friends and relatives.
ISNU is trying to reach every youngster in the state
who might be interested in preparing for teaching, but the
University can't exert that personal touch alumni have ;J
they"ll use it, when they say-"Yes, 1 went to Normal. It's
a great place. You won't make a mistake to go down there
~nd learn how· to teach."

Friends of Milner Library

Alumni and Freshmen
On April l4 some 1,200 high school seniors swarmed
?ver the campus (see photograph above on Old Main steps)
in response to College Day invitations.
Excused from
classes in their home schools, they came to see what ISNU
was like. The invitations pointed out that the University
educates teachers, that there would be opportunity for vis itors to investigate the more serious sides of life at a teachers
college as well as to be entertained with glimpses of extracurricular activities.
. The annual College Day is on ly one of many ways in
wh,ch :the University attempts to tell high school students
about its program. There are numerous times when they
ns,t the campus. For example, the local county holds its
basketball tournament in the University gymnasium and its
track meet on the campus, large numbers of h igh school
dramatists attend complimentary showings of University
Theater productions, the home economics department invites
students majoring in home economics to take part in Home
Economics Day, radio broadcasts by high school students
make up one series sponsored by the University. Faculty
members se rving as county contact representatives visit
schools_ over the state throughout the year. Upon invitation
the University asks members of its staff to take part in high
school career days, guidance programs, athletic banquets,
'?mmenccments, and other special events too n1any to mention.

ISNU publications available to high school students
describe the teacher education program at Normal. There
are the specia_l announcements for seniors, departmental
folders, p,ctorial booklets, catalogs. A limited numbe r of
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An informal association of paramount importance to
the University came into being April 1, when a group of
local citizens and faculty members organized the " Friends
of Milner Library." The Friends are taking the initiative
in inviting others to join their ranks. There are no financial
obligations, no geographical limitations, and no restrictions
on membership other than interest in ISNU.
As Dr. Par.~ellis pointed out, when speaking at the
initial meeting of the new group, the heart of any university is its library. A state library has the money, usually,
to buy current publications. University officials provide for
needs of their students through regular state appropriations.
But no government authority can purchase many of the treasures stored up through centuries by private individuals.
Already a number of ISNU alumni and local citizens
have given of their treasures to Milner Library. Some of
these articles have no sale price---could not be bought for
any price. It's such contributions that make a university
great. lSNU is to be congratulated upon the formation of
this new organization, the Friends who already are working
in the University"s behalf, and the potential membership to
be found among thousands of loyal alumni.

Do You Pass Your Quarterly On ?
Only one out of every six or seven ISNU graduates receives the A/1111111i Quarterly. Every community
has countless former University students who never
obtain any news of the campus. When you've finished
reading the campus news and personal items about
alumni, why not pass your Q11ar1e1·ly on to someone
else interested in N ormal ?

THE A LUMNI QUARTERLY

Directory of ISNU Club Officers
MADISON COUNTY

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
Vice-.President, Cl)1de Meachum, 309 W . Hill. Ch:t1l1·
p:1ign; Secretary, Miss Very l He:1ly, 312 W. Eureka.
Ch::unpaign; Treasurer, Miss Berth:t Gibson, 1108 S.

Lincoln, Urbana.
CHICAGO CLIJB
President, r,.-rer1e Kauffman. 914 Walnut. Waukegan;
Vice-P resident, Miss Josephi ne Mathews. 711 N.
Sixth, i\faywood; Secretar}•-Treasurer, :Miss Isabel
Billings, 213 S. Kenil worth, Oak Puk ~ Assistant
Secretary-T reasurer, ~·[i ss Myra Kohler, 212 S. Oak
Park Ave., Oak Park. Executive Board members:
D orrell K ilduff, Mabel Hansen. Lynn Watson, Dewey

Fristoe, L)•le J. Sulliv.10, Robert ,P. C:1rnpbell.

CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Vic(>-President, Miss Ch:1rlene J>aul, 101 Sherman St.,

P~rna.
DEWllT COUNTY
President, Edmund Fetzer, 634 W . J cfferso:1, Clinton;
Vice-President, Miss Kate Ives, 423 N. J..faple, Clinton; Secrernry, M rs. A. W . Di cke)', 613
. Center,
Clinton; Treasurer. Miss Louise Scribner, 1010 W.
~fain, Clinton.

FORD COUNTY
President, Waher J . Bart:i:. Gibson City; Vice-P resident,
Miss Gladys Rogers, Roberts; Secrc-rary-T reasurer,
M rs. Russel l Salyards, Gibson City.

IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, Mr:-. Leta Light, Sheldon: Vice-.P residc:lt,
Miss Orpha Mc(o}'. Sheldon; Secrctar)•-Treasurer,
Mrs. Esther Strickler, I roquois.

KANE-KENDALL COUNTIES
· President. A. G. Hauss ler, I South View, Au rora;
Vice-President. Mrs. Val Solyom, 871 Larkin Ave.,
El gin; Secrernry-Treasurer, Mrs. Stanley Breen, 750
Anderson Blvd., Geneva.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Miss Marie Carson, 427 S. Chicago, Kankakee; Secretuy-Treasurer, Miss Violette Shimmin,

Reddick.
KNOX-WARREN COUNTIES
Committee: LeRoy J. D onaldson , 142 N . A rthur Ave..
Ga lesburg, Chairman: Mrs. Reuben Olson. 657 N .
Ke llogg, Galesburg; 1-.·[iss Ba rbara Engberg, Kno xville.
LASALLE COUNTY
Pre)ident, Miss: Elsie Hodgson. 227 State. Ottawa;
Vi ce-President, Miss . Zita Dempsey, 2 I 5 S. Park ,
Streator; Secret:tr)', Miss i\far~ucrite Busch, 628 F irst
Ave., Ottawa~ Treasurer, :M iss Dorothy Crawford,
212 W. \'Vaslungton, Otl:tw:t.

LIVI NGSTO N COUNTY
Vice-President- Mrs. Richard Ringler, Strawn.

LOGAN COUNTY
President. Lara H ardin, 435 N. Union, Lincoln.

M ACON COUNTY
President, ~rancis . Brown. _1736 N.
ca tur; V1ce•l~res1dent. r-.•t1ss Nepha
Secretary, Miss Kathryn O'Mallie,
Decatur; Treasurer, Clella Jones,
Decatur.

Mapk Ave., DeEym~tn. A rgenta;
479 W. Decatu r,
1629 F.. Prairie.

MACOUPIN COUNTY

President, G lenn DeAtk)•, 442 Lorena Ave.. Wood
River; Vice-President, J\-lrs. Erma B:trnes White, 210
Hillsboro. Edwardsville ; Secretary. Mi ss Margaret
T ibbets, 1812 Jersey, Alton; Treasurer, Forrest Mock,
108 W. Fifth, Roxana. Committee members : D . K.
D arling. Mr. and Mrs. Lowell J oh nson, Miss Grace
J orda n, Mrs . 0 . W. Ho ltman.

MC LEAN CO UNTY
President, Raphael Freehill. Bloomington; Vice-President. Mrs. Harvey L. Stiegelmeier, Normal; Second
Vice-President, Harold D e\Xleese, Bloomington; Secretary, D orothy Bot1omley, Bloomington ; Treasurer,
H. J. Stolt:t, Normal. Representatives: CarlockMrs. Vernon Smith, Cooksville-Mrs. R. L. Bliss,
Dan vers-Gerald Kuster, D owns- Mrs. Jack Childress, Ellsworth- Floyd Schwenn, Gridley-lester
Lange, He}'wOrth- Oscar Osborne, LeRoy- L. A.
McKean, Le xington- Mrs. Claude Kinsella, McLea:,
- Mrs. Verne Thomas, Saybrook- Theos Anderson,
Shirley - Mrs. Lafayette Funk, Towanda - Mrs.
Timoth)' Krnft.

PEORIA COUNTY
President, Forrest Cockrell, 103 1 N . Glen Oak, Peoria;
Vice-President Miss Margaret lamberwn, 214 W.
Armstrong, 1Ptoria 5; Sccrt-tary, Miss Gladys
Winchell , 933 Hamilton, Apt. 7. Peoria; Treas~rer,
Miss Susie J ones, 309 F.. V irginia, ,P<:oria.

PIATr COUNTY
Vice-President, M rs. Ann.1. Warren, White H eath;
Secretary-T reasurer, Mrs. J. J. Copeland, Cerro

Gordo.
ST. CLAIR COUNTY
President, H arold V. Calhoun, 306 N . D ouglas, Belleville; Vice~Presidcn t, Mrs. Elmer Gass, 518 S. D oug•
las, Belleville; Secretary-Treasurer, August F. J ocllenbeck, .Mascoutah.

SANGAMON COUNTY
President, Bruce E. Wheeler, 1928 S. Walnut, Spring·
field; Vice-President, Russell Dieterich, 1518 N .
Third, Springfield; Secretary-Treasu rer, i -(rs. Frank

Oneal, 221 ½ E. Jackson, Springfield.

SOUTHEAST ERN
TAZEWELL COUNTY

President, Ward G. Grundy, M orton; Secretary, 1'·£rs.
Frank Robinso n. Morton; Treasurer. Miss Mildred
L J absen, 703 Washingto n, Pekin.

V ERMILION COUNTY
President. Miss Donna Brennen. The Ho lland, Danville;
Vice-President, Miss 'Rosie Shahadey, 8 10 E. St'.minary,
Dan ville: Secret:H)'•Treasurer, Miss Doris Boone, 437
Franklin, Danville.

WILL COUNTY
President, D onald Imig, 203 Sherman Court. J oliet:
Vice- President, 1'.·l iss J anice Miller. Elwood; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Fleta Leonard, 118 Union,
J o liet. Execu tive Board members: Miss Elfrieda
Bochnert. Joliet; Miss Marcita Halkyard. Joliet.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
President, F rank Moore, 1213 H all Ave., Lakewood.
0.; Secretary-Treasu rer, Miss Anna Brusch, 1184\
Lake Ave ., Lake wood, 0.

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORJDA
President, Arn old D . Collier. Co lli er Schoo l. St. Petersburg; Vicl'-President. H . E. Waits, 1027 Fifth St.. N.,
St. Petersburg; Secrctaq•, l\·tiss Bessie Spence r, 5565
21st Ave .. S., St. Petersburg.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
President- William W. McKnight, J r., Normal

Vice -President- Richard V. Lindsey, Galesbur~

Secretaq•-T rcasurcr-Mrs. C. H . Adolph, Normal

